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Introduction 

In this technical note we descri be a coordinate that can be used instead of B / Bo to 
map trapped radiation fluxes in combination with L. This alternative coordinate is 
the atmospheric density averaged over a drift sheIl (B, L). 

In Chapter 1 we review different coordinate systems that may be used to map 
trapped radiation fluxes. These coordinates work well over most of the region cov
ered by the Van Allen belts, but are less suitable in the low altitude region where 
the Earth's upper atmosphere interacts with the trapped particle population. The 
concept of atmospheric cut-off also is introduced in this chapter. 

An average density along the bounce motion of particles between their mirror 
points and along their drift shells can be determined by means of a computer code 
designed by Hassitt (1964) and kindly provided to J. Lemaire by C.E. McIlwain. 
This code has been updated and improved. The implementation of the code for this 
project is described in Chapter 2. Section 2.1 contains the definition of the drift 
shell averaged density and a description of the calculation method. 

In order to calculate drift shell averaged densities, one needs models of the den
sity distribution in the neutral atmosphere and in the ionosphere. We describe 
the models used in this study in Chapter 2. For the neutral atmospheric density 
distribution, we make use of MSIS, described in Sect. 2.2. A model developed by 
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co. also is implemented and descri bed in Sect. 2.3. 
Since charge exchange and Coulomb interaction contribute to remove and scatter 
protons and electrons, even at very high altitude, we need ionospheric and plas
maspheric density models besides a neutral atmosphere model. For the ionospheric 
model we used IRl, which is described in Sect. 2.4.1. We used the model of Carpen
ter & Anderson (1992) for the plasmaspheric density distribution which gives the 
electron density distribution in the equatorial plane, inside and outside the plasma
sphere. In Sect. 2.4.2 we describe this model and its extension along magnetic field 
lines. 

Finally, in order to determine the penetration depths and the trapping life time 
of protons and electrons we need estimates of the collision cross sections for these 
particles as a function of energy. A compilation of the relevant collision processes 
and the associated cross sections is given in Sect. 2.5. 

1 
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Chapter 1 

Coordinate systems for 
low-altitude modelling 

Trapped particle fluxes usually are mapped in the (B, L) coordinate system (McIl
wain 1961). While these coordinates have proved very suitable for most of the region 
covered by the Van Allen belts, they are not very weil suited for the low-altitude re
gions where the Earth's atmosphere interacts with the trapped particle population. 
The concept of atmospheric cut-off is defined in Sect. 1.1. An alternative coordinate 
has been proposed by Daly & Evans (1993) to take into account the steep flux gra
dients in the region of the upper atmosphere. This coordinate is discussed in Sect. 
1.2. 

It is well known from previous studies that the cosmic ray intensity observed 
within the atmosphere depends on the quantity of absorbing material traversed 
before observation. Besides the magnetic rigidity effect, the barometric pressure has 
an appreciable effect on the measured cosmic ray intensity. This is why cosmic ray 
fluxes usually are reported in terms of atmospheric depth, i.e. the mass of air per 
unit area above the point of observation, or air pressure at the point of observation. 

The same concept should also be applied to identify an equivalent atmospheric 
penetration depth of Van Allen belt particles. Evidence that the flux of Van Allen 
belt particles depends on the atmospheric density distribution has been forwarded 
by Pfitzer (1990), who found that the atmospheric density at space station altitudes 
is a better variable than B / BD to organise the AP-8 MIN and AP-8 MAX fluxes. 

In order to estimate the influence of the Earth's atmosphere on the distribution 
of trapped particles, the effects of the atmosphere have to be averaged over the 
particle's orbit. Ray (1960) and Lenchek & Singer (1962) have derived expressions 
for the atmospheric density averaged over the orbit of a particle trapped in a dipole 
field. Newkirk & Walt (1964) have determined the average density for a realistic 
representation of the geomagnetic field. Hassitt (1965b) has simplified considerably 

3 



4 COORDINATE SYSTEMS FOR LOW-ALTITUDE MODELLING 

the procedure of Newkirk & Walt (1964), while maintaining the same accuracy. In 
Chapter 2, we describe Hassitt's (1965b) method and its application to the study of 
low-aJtitude coordinate systems. 

1.1 Definition of atmospheric cut-off 

Trapped ions and electrons whose pi tch angle is scat tered in the loss cone, ei ther 
by wave-particle interaction at high altitude or Coulomb coUisions with ions and 
electrons in the ionosphere, are dumped in the atmosphere where they lose their 
energy. 

Some of these energetic particles are backscattered and re-enter the magneto
sphere with a different energy. The penetration depth of the primaries into the 
atmosphere depends on their energy. Calculations of penetration depths have been 
given by Bailey (1959), Rees (1963) and Kamiyama (1966). 

Electrons of 2 keV, vertically incident, penetrate down to 120 km altitude. When 
their energy is 1 MeV, they can penetrate down to 60 km altitude. Protons of 20 keV 
and 20 MeV penetrate down to 120 km and 60 km, respectively. Of course, particles 
with pitch angles not equal to zero penetrate with a larger angle of incidence in the 
atmosphere and dissipate their energy at higher altitudes. 

The range of cut-off altitudes over which primary Van Allen belt particles are 
interacting most strongly with the neutral atmosphere is rather narrow (from 50 to 
200 kID) compared to the length of their drift path within the magnetosphere. Over 
this small altitude range the magnetic field intensity varies only slightly: an altitude 
variation corresponding to one atmospheric scale height of 50 km corresponds to 
a change of only a few percent in the value of B but of orders of magnitude in 
the energetic particle flux. This indicates how sensitive flux values provided by 
environment models are to even small inaccuracies and imprecisions in the value of 
B or B / Bo (where Bo is defined as Bo = 0.311653/ L3

) at low altitudes 1
. 

Table 1 gives the equatorial pitch angles ao of particles mirroring at a series of 
altitudes and latitudes in the meridian plane passing through the South Atlantic 
Anomaly (SAA). It can be seen that the equatorial loss cone is very narrow at 
medium and high latitudes. As a direct consequence, the distribution of atmospheric 
density between 60 krn and 200 km will mostly influence the equatorial pitch angle 
distribu tion of particles in only the very narrow loss cone angle around ac = 00 and 
ao = 1800

. At L = 3, the loss cone angle ac = 5.83° for h = 60 km and ac = 8.660 

for h = 120 km: the difference in ao is smaller than the angular resolution of current 
directional measurements of energetic trapped ions and electrons. 

1 Note that witb the above definition, Bo is an invariant of motion. 



1.1. Defini tioD of atmospheric eli t-off 5 

Table 1. Equatorial pitch angles eto corresponding to mirror altitudes between 60 and 
1000 km for different latitudes in the meridian plane passing through the SAA 

h\>. 30° 35° 40° 45° 500 550 600 

60 36.01 27.92 20.77 14.99 10.61 7.04 4.33 
100 35.86 27.81 20.69 14.97 10.59 7.02 4.32 
200 35.51 27.55 20.53 14.93 10.53 6.98 4.29 
300 35.18 27.31 20.36 14.88 10.48 6.94 4.26 
400 34.86 27.08 20.29 14.82 10.43 6.91 4.24 
500 34.56 26.87 20.19 14.76 10.37 6.87 4.21 
750 33.89 26.40 19.94 14.59 10.23 6.77 4.15 

1000 33.30 26.00 19.68 14.41 10.11 6.69 4.09 

60 
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55 

50 

a 45. III 
....... 
III 

10 
40 

35 

30 

o 200 400 600 800 1000 
Altitude (km) 

Figure 1. Relative magnetic field intensity B I Bo as a function of altitude in the meridian 
plane passing through the SAA, for the latitudes in Table 1 



6 COORDINATE SYSTEMS FOR LOW-ALTITUDE MODELLING 

Figure 1 shows the relative magnetic field intensity B / Bo as a function of al
titude in the meridian plane through the heart of the SAA, for different latitudes. 
An altitude variation corresponding to one atmospheric scale height of 50 kID cor
responds to a change of only 2.3% in the value of E / Bo. This indicates again how 
sensitive flux values provided by environment models may be to small inaccuracies 
in the value of E or B / Eo at low altitudes in the atmosphere. 

The locus of points of deepest penetration for trapped particles can be described 
by the magnetic cut-off field intensi ty Be (L). Among the family of drift shells (E) L), 
for a given L, Be is the highest E value for which all particles on the drift shell (E, L) 
are trapped. Particles on drift shells (B, L) with E > Be are precipitating or quasi
trapped particles. Since the separation between trapped and quasi-trapped particles 
is determined by the neutral atmosphere, Be must be a function of the parameters 
influencing the density distribution of the atmosphere, such as Ap or Kp and mainly 
the solar radio flux FlO_7, which controls the heating of the upper atmosphere. In 
addition, Be also depends on the particle energy E. 

The thin atmospheric layer where the precipitated particles lose their energy 
can be considered as a rather abrupt absorbing wall. In the AP-8 (Sawyer & Vette 
1976) and AE-8 (Vette 1991) trapped particle models, the omnidirectional integral 
flux J(E, L, E / Bo) drops to zero for Be/ Bo = 0.6572 L3.452, an empirical formula 
derived by Vette (1991) (note that with this definition Be/ Bo also is an adiabatic 
invariant since it only depends on L). In the family of drift shells (B, L), the 
drift sheU (Be, L) is the one where the lowest altitude reached by a particle moving 
on this shell is 100 km. 'Whether the atmospheric cut-off is located at 100 km or 
200 km altitude will not change significantly the equatorial loss cone angle (}Oc = 
arcsin J Eo/ Be- Similarly, the equatorial pitch angle distribution J(E, L, (}o) will 
only depend significantly on Be near 0'0 = (}oc and not at all near 0'0 = 90". 

Because of the very small variation of the magnetic field over the limited alti
tude range where the trapped particle flux decreases by several orders of magnitude, 
neither B, B / Bo, nor 0:0 are appropriate coorcUnates to map omnidirectional or di
rectional particle fluxes at low altitudes. Indeed, small inaccuracies in the determi
nation of B or 0:0 will result in large errors on the atmospheric cut-off altitude. To 
illustrate this point, we show in Fig. 2 the integral proton flux J(> 10 MeV) in the 
AP-8 models (Sawyer & Vette 1976) as a function of B/ Bo, for five values of L. The 
solid lines correspond to proton fluxes for minimum solar activity, the symbols to 
fluxes for solar maximum. For L values below 3 the flux decreases almost vertically 
when B/Bo approaches Be/Bo. This steep gradient of J clearly makes an accurate 
determination of the particle flux by interpolation in B / Bo difficult and coarse near 
the atmospheric cut-off. The dependence of the particle flux J on the equatorial 
pitch angle 0:0 is equally steep near the loss cone angle O:oc and equally difficult to 
interpolate. 
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Figure 2. Integral AP-8 MIN IMAX proton fl. ux above 10 Me Vasa function of B I Bo 
for selected L-values. The symbols denote AP-8 MAX values, the AP-8 MIN values are 
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Figure 3. Integral AP-8 MINIMAX proton flux above 10 MeV as a function of i.p for 
selected L-values. The symbols and lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 5. A-8 MIN and AP-B MAX integral proton fluxes above 10 MeV for different 
altitudes, as a function of mean atmospheric density. [from Pfitzer (1990)] 



1.3. Drift shell average of atmospheric density 

height H, i.e. 

( h - ho) p(h) = p(ho) exp - H ' (1.3) 

the total mass of material per unit area above the point of observation at altitude 
hl is given by 

(00 p(h) dh 
ihl 

The atmospheric pressure scale height H is defined as 

H= kT. 
mg 

(1.4 ) 

(1.5 ) 

H is proportional to the thermospheric temperature T which is larger during solar 
maximum conditions than during solar minimum conditions. Therefore, the total 
mass M (hd encountered by a precipitated particle is not only proportional to p( hd, 
but to p(h 1) H, where both p(hd and H depend on solar activity conditions. Con
sequently, it is expected that the low altitude observations of precipitated fluxes 
should be better organized in terms of M(hJ) than in p(hd. 

Instead, one should consider an average of the atmospheric density over an az
imuthal drift path of particles of a given species and with a given energy. Has
sitt (l965b) has developed a computer code at UCSD Physics Department which 
calculates the number density of atoms, ions, and molecules given by appropriate 
atmospheric and ionospheric models over a drift sheil (B, L). A weighted average 
density ns(B, L) is then determined by mUltiplying the resulting number densities 
with the collision cross section 0, of the trapped particles with the cOllStituents i, 
summing over i and integrating the sum over the drift shell (B, L). C.E. McIlwain 
has kindly provided J. Lemaire with a revised version of Hassitt's original program, 
which we have modified further. A detailed description of the software package is 
given by Hassitt (1964). 

The final output of Hassitt's code is the shell height Hs(B, L), the altitude where 
the drift shell mean density is equal to the density in a conventional one-dimensional 
atmospheric model. In order to obtain a meaningful correspondence between Hs and 
real al ti tudes, it is useful (bu t not necessary) to adopt a reasonable densi ty profile 
of the upper atmosphere. 

Hassitt's code also provides the minimum altitude reached while tracing the drift 
shell and the atmospheric density averaged over the mirror points. 

In Chapter 2 we describe the algorithm developed by Hassitt (1964) and the 
improvements we made to it. 





hapter 2 

he drift shell averaged density 

2.1 Definition and calculation method 

In order to estimate the influence of the Earth's atmosphere on the distribution 
of trapped particles, the effects of the atmosphere have to be averaged over the 
particle's orbit. Ray (1960) and Lenchek & Singer (1962) have derived expressions 
for the atmospheric density averaged over the orbit of a particle trapped in a dipole 
field. Newkirk & Walt (1964) have determined the average density for a realistic 
representation of the geomagnetic field. Hassitt (1 965b) has simplified considerably 
the procedure of Newkirk & Walt (1964). while maintaining the same accuracy. In 
the following sections, we will describe Rassitt's (1965b) method and it's application 
to the study of low-altitude coordinate systems. 

2.1.1 Definition of the average 

The guiding centre of a trapped particle moves along a field line with velocity 

Vp = v )1- :m I (2.1 ) 

where IJ is the total velocity of the particle, B is the local magnetic field intensity, 
and Bm is the magnetic field intensity in the mirror points. The guiding centre 
also follows a longitudinal drift motion perpendicular to the field line. The average 
perpendicular drift velocity is 

C 
Vd = qB2T \7J x 'VB) (2.2) 

where c is the velocity of light and q is the charge of the particle (Roederer 1970). 
T is the bounce time for one oscillation between the conjugate mirror points M and 

13 
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M': 

1M ds 
T= -

M' Vp , 

where ds denotes an element of length along the field line. 
invariant 

1M 
J = Vp ds. 

M' 

In the absence of external forces v is constant and 

also is an invariant of the motion. 

J 
1-=

v 

(2.3) 

J is the second adiabatic 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

The adiabatic motion of a trapped particle is determined by the invariants Bm 
and Lm [McIwain's (1961) L obtained by tracing to the conjugate mirror points; from 
here on, we will drop the index "rn"]. During the drift motion of a trapped particle, 
its guiding centre moves On a surface formed by segments of field lines determined 
by the conditions B=cst and L=cst. This surface is called a drift shell and is defined 
by the coordinate pair (B, L) (not just by L). The average atmospheric density-or 
the average of any quantity J (1' )-encountered by a trapped particle is obtained by 
averaging 1(1') over the particle's drift shell. 

Consider particles of energy E trapped on a drift shell (B, L). At a point P on 
the drift shell with geocentric coordinate vector 1', the number density n;(r) of at
mospheric or ionospheric constituent i can be determined from suitable atmospheric 
and ionospheric models. We define a local weighted average density n( 1') as 

L (Ji(E) ni(1') 
n( 1') = -"----

(Jo 
(2.6) 

where (Jo = 1O-]Scm 2 is a normalization factor of the order of magnitude of the col
lision cross sections for trapped protons with atmospheric particles. The summation 
in Eq. (2.6) extends over all atmospheric, ionospheric and plasmaspheric constituents 
that interact with trapped particles. Note that originally Hassitt's (1964) code used 
constant values for the cross sections, while we implemented energy dependent cross 
sections. 

The field aligned velocity component Vp of the trapped particles depends on 
their local pitch angle, being zero at the mirror points and reaching its maximum on 
the geomagnetic equator. Consequently, the particles spend more time in the high 
density region around their mirror points than closer to the equator. To account for 
this effect when integrating the local average density n over the drift shell, we apply 
as a weight factor the time needed for the particles to move to a neighbouring point 
on the same field line during their bounce motion. The azimuthal drift velocity also 
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is position dependent, so that a second weight factor, namely the time needed to 
drift to a neighbouring field line on the azimuthal drift motion, has to be used. 

Let dx and dy denote elements of length along a field line and along the direction 
of azimuthal drift, respectively, and vp and Vd the corresponding local drift velocities. 
A drift shell averaged atmospheric density ns then can be defined as 

( ) 
S(n,B,L) 

ns B, L = 5(1, E,L)' (2.7) 

with 

If dx dy 
S(n,B,L) = n(r)--, 

Vp 'Vd 
(2.8) 

where the denominator in Eq. (2.7) serves as a normalisation factor and the inte
gration in Eq. (2.8) extends over the whole drift sheil. 

Equation (2.8) can be written in an alternative way. Let ~ be the projection of 
Vd along the rP axis in polar coordinates (r,8,e/». One then has that 

dy de/> 
(2.9) ---. , 

Vd ¢ 

so that S can be defined in terms of drP/~ rather than dY/Vd. 

2.1.2 Calculation of the average 

The calculation of ¢ is a difficult and time consuming numerical process. Hassitt 
(1965a) has shown that d¢/~ is independent of s, s being the distance along the 
field line measured from the equator. The distance between two neighbouring field 
lines varies with s, as does ~, but d¢/¢-which represents the time needed to drift 
from one field line to the other-is independent of s, as a first approximation. Con
sequently, Eq. (2.8) can be written as 

/ 
de/> 

S(n, L, B) = U(n, L, B, 1>0) -;;; , (2.10) 

where 

J 
ds 

U(n, L, B, ¢o) = n(r) -, 
vp 

(2.11) 

and ¢o is the azimuth of the point where the field line intersects the equator. The 
quantity de/>/~ can be evaluated at any point on the field line, but the simplest way 
is to choose the point of intersection with the magnetic equator plane. By using Eqs. 
(2.10) and (2.11), the two-dimensional integration over the drift shell is decomposed 
into two one-dimensional integrations. In addition, ;p has to be evaluated in one point 
only for each field line. Note that it follows from Eq. (2.3) that U(l, L, B, rPo) = T, 
where T is the bounce time between mirror points. 
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2.1.3 The computer program 

Hassitt (1964) has written a computer code to evaluate 'ns. It uses the Jensen & 
Cain (1962) geomagnetic field model and the now obsolete atmosphere model of 
Anderson & Francis (1964). In Hassitt's program, n = n(r) is a function of the 
geodetic altitude only and does not depend on latitude or longitude, which is a 
severe limi tation. 

Hassitt's (1964) program makes use of two additional approximations, which 
could have been avoided at the e~pense of (significantly) increased c~mputing time. 
The first approximation is that ¢ is approximated by the value of ¢ for a particle 
mirroring at the equator. In this case, the following expression can be used: 

v = mcv21vBI 
d 2qB2 

(2.12) 

(see, for instance, Lew 1961). ¢ is a function of Bm, but Hassitt (1965a) has shown 
that for two mirror points on the same field line the ratio ¢(B1)/¢(B2) depends only 
weakly on ¢. 

The second approximation in the program is that a drift shell is defined as a 
shell of constant Bo. In other words, L is assumed to be constant along field lines, 
which is-although only true for a dipole field-a reasonable approximation in the 
near-Earth geomagnetic field where the dipole is the dominant term. Hassitt (1965b) 
argues that by averaging over the longitudinal drift, the resulting errors are virtually 
cancelled out. The major advantage of identifying a shell by Bo is that it is much 
easier to locate it than if one has to calculate L in a series of points along the field 
line. In addition, for a given value of ¢o and a series of values of B, it is sufficient 
to trace one field line, while otherwise it would be necessary to retrace the field line 
for each value of B. 

2.1.4 Definition of a shell height 

The drift shell averaging program provides the weighted average density of a number 
of atmospheric and ionospheric constituents encountered by a trapped particle dur
ing one full drift motion around the Earth. In order to visualize better the result of 
the calculations, Hassitt (1965b) introduced an average height related to the average 
density. 

Hassitt's definition 

Originally, Hassitt (1965b) made use of a simple exponential atmosphere model to 
relate a shell height to the average densi ty. In this model, the densi ty of the neutral 
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constituents of the atmosphere varies as 

n(h) = A e- pho 
) (2.13) 

where 

(2.14) 

is the reduced height and RE = 6371.2 km is the radius of the Earth. Given an 
average density ns(L, Em), the corresponding reduced average height is defined as 

(2.15) 

and the average height as 

(2.16) 

Hassitt (1965b) ha.s fitted the Anderson & Francis (1964) model with Expression 
(2.13) and determined A and J..l for the various atmospheric constituents. 

McIlwainls definition 

In the software BIRA/IASB received from C. McIlwain, the shell height is computed 
in a different way. For a given value of the shell-averaged density, the subroutine 
EQAT determines the altitude at which the average density is equal to the density 
given by the Anderson & Francis (1964) model. This approach has the disadvantage 
that the shell height depends on the choice of the atmosphere model used to calcu
late the average density, So that solar cycle effects and other influences are largely 
cancelled out. 

New approach 

We opted for a simpler approach, in which we make use of a very basic average 
atmosphere model. Allen (1985) provides a table with average atmosphere and 
ionosphere number densities as a function of altitude. We fitted this distribution 
with an exponential distribution below 100 km and with two linear functions between 
100 and 1000 km and above 1000 km. The tabulated points and the fit functions are 
shown in Fig. 6. Depending on the input density, the appropriate fit function is 
inverted to yield the shell height. 

The advantage of this approach is that the shell height does not depend on the 
atmosphere model used to calculate the sheil-averaged density. In addition, the 
inversion procedure is very simple and does not involve a numerical procedure for 
location of zero points. 
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Table 2. NAMELIST program 

Parameter Data Type Default 

SHELL 

MODEL INTEGER 0 

& Cain (1962) 
12/66 (Cain et a1. 1967) 

BLTIME REAL*S 1990.0 geomagnetic field model 

ATMOS 

ATMMOD CHARACTER*2 HI the atmosphere model: 

AF: Anderson & Francis (1964) 
MI: IRl-90, Carpenter & 

(1992) 
MD: 1990) 

model 

DAY INTEGER 1 year 

UT REAL*8 0.0 time (hrs) 

TL REAL *8 0.0 time (hrs) 

FlO7 REAL*8 100.0 FlO,7 f! ux for previous day 

F107H REAU'S 100.0 3 Month average of Fro.7 flux 

AP REAL*8(7) 7*0,0 index Ap: 

AP(1) : daily Ap 
AP(2) : 3 hr Ap index for current time 
AP 3hr index for 3 hrs. before 

current time 
AP(4). 3 hr Ap index for 6 hrs, before 

current time 
APC 3 hr Ap index for 9 hrs, before 

current time 
AP ) : of eight 3 hr Ap 

12 to 33 hrs. 
to current time 

AP(7) . of eight 3 hr Ap 
36 to 59 

SWI(9) =1= 1: only daily Ap is used. 

SWI REAL*S(25) 25*1.0 on 25 parameters: 

0: off. cross terms off 
l' main effects on, cross terms on 
2: effects on, cross terms off 
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Figure 6. Density distribution (from Allen [1985]) used in the new definition of the shell 
height. The solid line represents the fit functions used for different altitude ranges. 

Table 2. (continued) 

Parameter Data Type Default Function 

ATMOS 

RZ REAL*8 100.0 ZUrich solar sunspot number 

KPMAX REAL*8 1.0 Maximum Kp value for Carpenter &; 

Anderson (1992) model 

CROSS INTEGER 1 0: HassiH's cross sections 
"# 0: cross section obtained with CROSS 
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Table 3. NAMELIST parameters for the shell height program, for conditions of solar mini-
mum and solar maximum 

Parameter Solar minimum Solar maximum 

F107 50.0 300 

Fl07M 60.0 200.0 

AP 7*0.0 300.0, 6*0.0 

SWI 25*1.0 25>1<1.0 

RZ 50.0 250.0 

KPMAX 1.0 6.0 

2.1.5 Modifications of Hassitt's software 

This section gives an overview of the modifications that were made to Hassites 
(1964) original software: 

1. The DGRF /IGRF and GSFC 12/66 (Cain et al. 1967) geomagnetic field mod
els were added. 

2. The MSIS and IRI models and the model of Carpenter & Anderson (1992) 
were added for a better description of the upper atmosphere, the ionosphere, 
and the plasmasphere. The atmosphere model developed by 1-. kDonnell Dou
glas Astronautics Co. (MDAC), used by Pfitzer (1990), also was included. The 
subroutine ATMO was added to calculate or set up appropriate parameters de
pending on the choice of atmosphere model. It is also possible to run the code 
without an atmospheric model. 

3. The input parameters are read from two NAMELISTs, SHELL and ATMOS. The 
parameters are listed in Table 2. The values of the NAMELIST parameters we 
adopted for solar minimum and solar maximum conditions in the next sections 
are listed in Table 3. 

4. The subroutine that calculates the shell height was replaced. 

In addition, the structure of the original program was modified and simplified. The 
old Fortran code was updated to the FO RTRAN -77 standard. Comments have been 
inserted where significant modifications were made. 

The implementation of MSIS, MDAC, IRI and the plasmaspheric extension are 
discussed in the following sections. 
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2.2 The MSIS atmosphere models 

The Mass-Spectrometer-Incoherent-Scatter (MSIS) neutral atmosphere model de
scribes the neutral temperature and the densities of He, 0, N2 , O2 , Ar, H, and N. 
The MSIS model is based on the extensive data compilation and analysis of A.E. 
Hedin and his collaborators (Hedin et al. 1977ab, Hedin 1983, Hedin 1987). The 
model version used for TREND is MSISE-90 (Hedin 1991). 

Data sources for the model MSISE-90 include temperature and density measure
ments from several rockets, satellites (OGO 6, San Marco 3, Aeros-A, AE-C, AE-D, 
AE-E, ESRO 4, DE 2) and incoherent scatter radars (Millstone Hill, St. Santin, 
Arecibo, Jicamarca, Malvern). Since the MSIS-83 model, terms were added or 
changed to better represent seasonal variations in the polar regions under both 
quiet and magnetically disturbed conditions and local time variations in the mag
netic activity effect. In addition, a new species, atomic N, was added to the List of 
species covered by the model. 

The model expects as input: year, day of year, universal time, geodetic altitude, 
latitude and longitude, local apparent solar time, solar FlO .7 flux (for previous day 
and three-month average), and magnetic Ap index (daily Ap or Ap history for last 59 
hours). For these conditions, the following output parameters are calculated: num
ber density of He, 0, N2 , O2 , Ar, Hand N, total mass density, neutral temperature, 
and exospheric temperature. The source code is equipped with 25 flags SWI to turn 
on or off variations due to seasonal, diurnal, semidiurnal, terdiurnal, ... changes. 

The software package available at NSSDC contains an interactive driver pro
gram developed at NSSDC. The driver program produces tables of temperature and 
densities. Any model input parameter can be chosen as the variable for the table 
output. It has been verified that the output densities obtained with the MSISE-90 
copy installed at BIRAjIASB are identical to the densities in the log file in the 
NSSDC distribution. 

2.2.1 Implementation of MSISE-90 

The input parameters for MSISE-90 are supplied in the NAMELIST ATMOS. Table 2 
lists the NAMELIST parameters, together with their data type, default values, and a 
brief description. The main MSIS routine is called from the subroutine ATMO with 
the appropriate input parameters. The values returned are the neutral and the 
exospheric temperature, the number density of all constituents, and the total mass 
density. 

The NAMELIST parameters for MSISE-90 are: DAYNR, UT, F107, Fl07M, AP, SWI. 

The 25 flags SWI allow one to disable all longitudinal and temporal variations in the 
calculation of the MSIS densities, We set the default SWI values to one. 
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2.2.2 Distribution of atmospheric densities 

In this section, we present a series of graphs with the distribution of MSISE-90 
atmospheric densities for fixed altitudes as well as a function of altitude, for val
ues for the input parameters representative of solar minimum and solar maximum 
conditions. 

Figure 7 represents the MSISE-90 total mass density at 200 km altitude, for 
the summer solstice, at midnight U.T., with the MSISE-90 NAMELIST parameters 
for solar minimum conditions, i.e. Ap = 0, FlO .7 = 50, FJO.7M = 60. The same 
distribution, but for the winter solstice, is shown in Fig. 8. The seasonal shift of the 
regions of minimum and maximum density is clearly seen. 

Figures 9 and 10 are the analogs of Figs. 7 and 8 for noon U .T. Comparison of 
this set of four graphs illustrates the diurnal density shifts over the Earth's surface. 
The contour lines as a function of L.T. change very little from midnight to noon 
U.T. 

The series of two graphs for midnight U.T. formed by Figs. 7-8 is repeated three 
times in Figs. 11-16, each series with one of the parameters changed to the values 
Ap = 300, FlO .7 = 300, F lO.7M = 200, which represent conditions of high solar 
activity. In this way, the influence of each parameter can be evaluated individually. 

Clearly, the Ap index has a very strong effect on the density distributions. Off 
the equator, the density isocontours are almost independent of L.T. for Ap = 300, 
and the densities are much higher than with Ap = O. Increasing the solar radio 
flux only influences the density levels and does not greatly change the shapes of the 
contour lines. As expected, the densities increase Wlth increasing solar flux, and 
much more so with the 13 month average than with the one day average. 

The dependence of the MSISE-90 mean mass density on altitude is shown in 
Figs. 17-20 for the region of the centre of the SAA, for summer and winter solstice, 
for midnight L.T. Each figure shows the mass density profile obtained with the 
values for Ap and FlO 7 valid for low solar activity, and the two profJes obtained 
by increasing one parameter to solar mauxim urn conditions. For Figs. 17-18 the 13 
month average of the solar radio flux was kept equal to 60, while it was set to 200 
for Figs. 19-20. In order to facilitate the comparison between different graphs, the 
profiles for FIO,7M = 60 are repeated in Figs. 19-20. 

When comparing the density profiles, it appears that the density below about 
120 km is only very little affected by diurnal l seasonal, or solar cycle effects. Also, 
only the combined increase in FlO .7 and F lO.7M raises the densities above the levels 
obtained with Ap = 300. 
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Figure 9. Distribution of MSISE-90 total mass density (1015gcm-3) at 200 km altitude 

for the summer solstice, noon V.T., Ap = 0, F lO .7 = 50, F lO .7M = 60 
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Figure 10. Distribution of MSISE-90 total mass density (1015 gcm-3) at 200 km altitude 

for the winter solstice, noon V.T., Ap = 0, FlO.7 = 50, FIO .7M = 60 
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Figure 13. Distribution of MSISE-90 total mass density (1015 g cm-3) at 200 km altitude 
for the summer solstice, midnight U-T., Ap = 0, F lO .7 = 300, FlO.7M = 60 
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Figure 14. Distribution of MSISE-90 total mass density (1015g cm-3) at 200 km altitude 
for the winter solstice, midnight U.T., Ap = 0, FlO .7 = 300, F lO.7M = 60 
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Figure 15. Distribution of MSISE-90 total mass density (1015 g em -3) at 200 km altitude 

for the summer solstice, midnight V.T., Ap = 0, FlO.7 = 50, F107M = 200 
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Figure 16. Distribution of MSISE-90 total mass density (lOlSg cm-3) at 200 km altitude 

for the winter solstice, midnight V.T., Ap = 0, F10.7 = 50, FlO. 7M = 200 
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Figure 17. MSISE-90 total mass density profile in the SAA for the summer solstice, 
midnight L.T, The solid curve is for the default values of the parameters in Table 2, the 
dotted curve for Ap = 300, and the dashed curve for F lO.7 = 300. 
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Figure 18. MSISE-90 total mass density profile in the SAA for the winter solstice, 
midnight L.T. The solid curve is for the default values of the parameters in Table 2, the 

dotted curve for Ap = 300, and the dashed curve for FlO.7 = 300. 
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Figure 19. MSISE-90 total ma.<lS density profile in the SAA for the summer solstice, 
midnight L.T. The long-dashed curve is for the default values of the parameters in Table 
2. For the solid curve and the other curves F lO .7M = 200: the dotted curve is for Ap = 300, 

and the dashed curve for FlO .7 = 300. 
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Figure 20. MSISE-90 total ma.<lS density profile in the SAA for the winter solstice, 
midnight L.T. The long-dashed curve is for the default values of the parameters in Table 

2. For the solid curve and the other curves FlO. 7M = 200: the dotted curve is for Ap = 300, 

and the dashed curve for HO.7 = 300. 
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2.3 The MDAC atmosphere model 

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co. under contract to the Air Force Office of Sci
entific Research developed an atmospheric density model (Response of tbe Mag
netospbere and Atmospbere to tbe Solar Wind, Final MDAC Scientific Report for 
Contract F44620-72-C-0084 for the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, December 
1975). 

This model has the advantage of simplicity. The altitude dependent term is 
a global average term and thus can be used directly in this study. The average 
atmospheric density d is given as 

( 
Z - 120 ) 

d = do exp - J m, 
A z - 103 

(2.17) 

where d is the density in gcm- 3 , do = 2.7 x 1O-llgcm-3 , z is the altitude in km, 
and A is the solar cycle term: 

A = 0.99 + 0.518J FI07 ~~l;;;;:;. (2.18) 

Figures 21 and 22 show the MDAC total mass density profile in the SAA for three 
values of F10.7 , with Fro .7M set to 60 and 200, respectively. 

2.4 Ionospheric and plasmaspheric models 

2.4.1 The IRI ionosphere models 

The International Refererence Ionosphere (IRI) is the standard ionospheric model 
established and updated by a joint working group of URSI and CaSPAR. Based on 
a large volume of ground and space data, IRl describes monthly averages of electron 
density, electron temperature, ion temperature, ion composition and ion drift in the 
altitude range from 50 km to 1000 km for magnetically quiet conditions in the non
auroral ionosphere. The auroral region is beyond the L values corresponding to the 
trapped radiation belts. 

The latest version of IRI is 1RI-90 (Bilitza 1990). The most recent version of 
the IRI computer program (No. 12) was released in November 1991. It includes the 
most recent CaSPAR International Reference Atmosphere (CIRA) for the neutral 
temperature. We obtained this version from NSSDC and implemented it in Hassitt's 
software. The input parameters for IRI-90 are day of year, U.T., and the Zurich 
solar sunspot number Rz. The data types and default values for these parameters 
are given in Table 2. The limiting values for the altitude and for Rz are listed in 
Table 4. 
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Figure 21. MDAC total mass density profile In the SAA for three values of F IO ,7: 50 

(solid), 150 (dotted), 250 (dashed), with F107M = 60 
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Figure 22. MDAC total mass density profile in the SAA for three values of FlOf SO 

(solid), 150 (dotted), 250 (dashed), with F lO,7M = 200 
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Table 4. Limiting values for the input parameters in 

for electron density 
Altitude for temperatures 

for ion densities 

Lower (Day/Night) 

60/80 km 
120km 
100km 

o 

Upper 

1000 km 
3000 
1000 km 

250 

2 Plasmaspheric extensions 

1 

2. 

is limjted to the altitudes 4, an 
magnetosphere is required to account for 

experienced by the trapped 
is usually held that pitch angle 

interactions. In this study, we wHl 

dimensional models have been proposed to 
ionization density in the piasmasphere 

sections, we describe two such models which are 

Carpenter-Anderson model 

LUVUC;i of Carpenter & Anderson (1992) of the equatorial 

is 
for 

profiles derived from sweep frequency receiver 
along near-equatorial ISEE 1 sateUite orbits, 

whistlers. 

in piecewise fashion, the "saturated .... Wl>o:JllLa.::l 

gradients, and the 
the equatorial density profiles 

Lppi is a function of 

Lpp; = - 0.46 K Pm"" , 

maximum Kp value 
magnetic local 

is on 

measure-

index 

(2.19) 
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$; t :5 15 
} (2.21) 

00 < t < 06 MLT , 
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3. The extended plasmatrough 2.25 :::; L :::; 8: 

ne = (5800 + 300 t) L -4.5 + [1 - e(£-2)/10J 

ne = (-800 + 1400 t) L -4.5 + [1 - e-(L-2)/10] 

00 :::; t < 06 MLT, }' 

06 ..:; t :s; 15 MLT . 

(2.22) 

4. The plasmasphere outer limit Lppo, determined by solving simultaneously for 
the plasmapause segment and the extended plasmatrough. 

5. The plasmatrough segment Lppo ..:; L :::; 8: 

(2.23) 

The above expressions give the electron density in the equatorial plane. In this 
study, we only use Eq. (2.20) for the plasmasphere density. 

In order to determine the thermal plasma densities at non-equatorial latitudes 
along magnetic flux tubes, the hydrostatic equations should in principle be inte
grated as in Angerami & Thomas (1964), or a more complex kinetic (exospheric) 
model should be used as in Lemaire (1989), Chiu et al. (1978), or Rycroft & Jones 
(1985, 1987). Even more sophisticated dynamical models are now developed by 
using Monte Carlo simulation methods (Wilson 1992). 

In this study, we used the following procedure. For points beyond the plasma
pause, i.e. when the geocentric distance r > L ppi , we set ne = nH+ = 10 cm-3 and 
Te = TH+ = 4000 K. The densities of the other ions are neglected and set to zero. 

The field-aligned . electron density in a point P below the plasmapause, with 
geodetic coordinates (r, A, <fJ), is approximated by 

(2.24) 

where nCA is the Carpenter & Anderson (1992) equatorial electron density on the 
dipole field line passing through P. For a centred dipole geomagnetic field model, 
the corresponding L value is given by 

r 
LRE = 2).' cos 1 

(2.25) 

where ).1 is the geomagnetic latitude of P. C is determined by the IRl-90 electron 
density at the point Q on the same field line (and thus with the same geomagnetic 
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longitude tP1 in the centred dipole model) at altitude 1000 km. (the limiting altitude 
of IRl-90). The geomagnetic latitude of Q is 

Am == arccos (2.26) 

Applying the coordinate transformation from geomagnetic to geocentric coordinates 
yields the geocentric latitude and longitude ACl (Pc of Q, which are used as input to 
IRI-90 to determine nlOOO, the electron density at 1000 km altitude. From Eq. (2.24) 
it then follows that 

(2.27) 

In order to determine the ion densities, we assume that the plasmaspheric density 
of a plasma constituent i can be approximated by using the condition of isothermal 
diffusive equilibrium, i.e. 

[ 
1 (RE + 1000) (r - RE - 1000) 1 

n;(r,A,¢» =ni(RE + lOOO,A,¢» exp - Hi r ' (2.28) 

where ni(RE + 1000, A, ¢) is determined with IRI-90 and Hi is a shell height. Hi can 
be derived from the condition of hydrostatic equilibrium for a plasma consisting of 
electrons and N ion species in an electric field E: 

(2.29) 

for electrons and 

(2.30) 

for ion species i, where p is the pressure, m the atomic mass, and Ze the charge of 
the particles. In the ideal gas approximation p = nkT, so that 

(2.31) 

and 

(2.32) 

Multiplying both members by Z and summing over electrons and all ions gives 

d N d N Z N Z2 
ne '" ni Z ne me nc E '" n.;mi 1 '" n; i E --+L..-- I=--g+-e -L. g+L.-- e . 

dr ;=1 dr kTe kTe ;:=:1 kTi i::=1 kTi 
(2.33) 
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Since the plasma is neutral -ne + I:t~d niZi = 0, and consequently the left-hand 
side of Eq. (2.33) is zero, so that 

(2.34) 

Substituting in Eq. (2.32) and dividing both sides by nj yields 

neme ./!-. njmjZj J\ ---+~ 
Te )=1 Tj 

mi - Z, N 2 
nc 'l\"' nj Zj 
-+~--
Te j=l Tj 

din ni 
---

dr 

1 
(2.35) 

The electron and ion temperatures are provided by IRI-90. The ion temperature is 
the same for each species. With Eqs. (2.28) and (2.35) the plasma.spheric density 
for four of the ion species in IRI-90 (0+) He+, ot, NO+) can be determined. The 
H+ density is obtained as 

(2.36) 

in order to ensure the neutrality of the plasma. However, this approach causes 
a problem for the He+ density, which has a negative scale height at 1000 km (I.e. 
the density is still rising) Therefore, we make one more approximation in that we 
artificially keep the ratio of the He+ to the H+ densities constant at its value at 
1000 kID. Equation (2.36) then becomes 

ne - (no+ + no+ + nNO+) n - ......................................... 2 __ _ 

H+ - 1 + nHe+ lOOO 
nH+1000 

(2.37) 

The He+ density is then obtained as 

nHe+ 1000 
nHe+ = nH+ . 

nH+iOOO 
(2.38) 

The Rycroft-Jones model 

Rycroft & Jones (1985, 1987) have developed a plasmaspheric extension for the IRI 
electron density model. Their diffusive equilibrium model describes the field-aligned 
distribution of plasma out to L = 6. A merging procedure with the IRI topside 
profile is suggested at a reference level near 650 km. This plasmaspheric extension 
is not yet included in IRl-90 and will not be used here. 
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2.4.3 Software implementation 

The input parameters for the main subroutine IRISI2. FOR in IRl-90 are geodetic 
or geomagnetic latitude and longitude, geodetic altitude, Zurich sunspot number 
(twelve-month running mean), day of year, local or universal time, and a series 
of logical variables. The output consists of: electron density, normalised electron 
density (to F2 peak density), neutral temperature (ClRA-86), electron and ion tem
perature, electron to ion temperature ratio, and relative percentage densities of 0+, 
H+, He+, NO+, and Or The altitude limits are given in Table 4. 

The plasmaspheric extension of the electron and ion densities, described in Sect. 
2.4.2, has been implemented in a su brou tine called DCA. FOR. This su brou tine takes 
one input parameter, KPMAX, corresponding to the maximum Kp over the preceding 
day. This parameter was added to the NAMELIST ATMOS (see Table 2). 

2.4.4 Distribution of ionospheric and plasmaspheric den
sities 

Figure 24 shows the electron and ion densi ty profiles between 100 and 10000 km in 
the heart of the SAA, for the summer solstice and local midnight, in the case of low 
solar activity (i.e. Rz = 50 and Kproo.x = 1). Figure 25 contains the corresponding 
graph for high solar activity (i.e. Rz = 250 and KPrno.x = 6). Figures 24 and 25 
are repeated in Figs. 26-27 for local noon. These four figures are repeated in Figs. 
28-31 for the winter solstice. 

The transition from local midnight to local noon leads to changes in the number 
densities of a factor ten and more at low altitudes. The seasonal changes are smaller, 
but still important. The main effect of raising Rz and Kpmu is the appearance of a 
discontinui ty in the densi ty profile near 10000 kill. 

2.5 Calculation of atmospheric cross sections 

The collisional cross section of trapped particles interacting with the neutral atmo
sphere and the ionosphere serves as a measure for the relative scattering efficiency 
of the various constituents and processes involved. 

In this section, the different collision processes relevant for electrons and protons 
impacting on atmospheric constituents are discussed. The main processes to consider 
are: excitation and ionization of the target, dissociation for target molecules, charge 
exchange for protons on atoms and Coulomb interaction for charged particles. The 
relative importance of the different processes depends on the type of particles and 
the energy range. For each interaction, analytic expressions for the collision cross 
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Figure 26. Electron and ion number density profiles obtained with rRI-gO and the plas
rnasphere extension in the SAA for the summer solstice, noon L.T., with Rz = 50 and 
J(Pm~x = 1. The line styles have the same meaning as in Fig. 24. 
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Figure 30. ELectron and ion number density profiles obtained with 1RI-90 and the plas

masphere extension in the SAA for the winter solstice, noon L.T., with Rz = 50 and 
KPmr.x = 1. The line styles have the same meaning as in Fig . 24. 
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section as a function of the kinetic energy of the incident particle have been derived 
in the literature. The expressions have been implemented in a computer program, 
CROSS, that takes as input the kinetic energy of the incident particle, the type of 
particle, both incident and target, and returns the total cross section for all relevant 
collision processes. 

2.5.1 Definitions 

Consider a target consisting of particles of a given kind, randomly distributed within 
a layer of infinitesimal thickness DX, with a mean density of n particles per unit 
volume. Consider a large flux N(E) of particles of the same or of a different kind 
impinging perpendiculary upon this laye.r with kinetic energy E. We can assume 
that the product nox is so small that only a minute fraction of the incident particles 
undergoes a collision in the layer. Then oN(E), the total number of particles that 
collide per unit of time on a unit surface is proportional GO N(E), bx, and n (Rossi 
& Olbert 1981): 

DN = -Na(E) n bx, (2.39) 

The proportionality factor a(E) is called the cross section for collision between the 
two kinds of particles. a has the dimensions of an area. 

Now, consider a target of finite thickness dx. As Eq. (2.39) holds for all the 
infinitesimal layers into which the finite layer can be subdivided, it may be written 
as a differential equation: 

dN(E) 
- N(E) = a(E) ndx. (2.40) 

In the case of the atmosphere, n is not constant but depends on altitude. Integration 
yields 

N(E, x) = No(E, xo) exp [-a(E) 1: n(x') dx l
] , (2.41) 

where No(E, xo) is the number of incident particles and N(x) the number of particles 
that have escaped collisions while travelling a distance x - IO. The quantity 

(2.42) 

has the dimensions of a length and is called the mean free path. It corresponds to 
the mean distance covered by the particles before they undergo their first collision. 

Hassitt's (1964) software does not take into account the dependence of the cross 
section on the kinetic energy of the incident particles. The program CROSS, descri bed 
below, determines the total cross sections as a function of energy, for collisions 
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between high energy electrons or protons and the main atmospheric constituents. 
The type of incident particle (electron or proton), the target particles (Le. H, He, 
0, N, O2 , N2 , H2 and their ions) and the kinetic energy of the incident particle 
(in eV) are given as inputs. The program computes the cross section in mbarns 
(1 mbarn=1O-27 cm2) and is based on analytical functions described in the following 
sections. 

2.5.2 Electrons as incident particles 

For high energy electrons (E > 200 e V) the major interactions are ionizing colli
sions with atoms and molecules. Excitation is also an important collisional process. 
When electrons collide with ions, ionization is important for high energy but elastic 
Coulomb interaction prevails for energies lower than 500eV. 

Elastic collisions of electrons with neutral particles 

If the energy of the incident electron is lower than the energy threshold of the first 
excitation level, the collision is necessarily elastic. Elastic colli sons result mainly in 
very small deflections and very small rractionallosses of energy. The excitation level 
is of the order of 10 eV, i.e. a very low energy. Nevertheless, the elastic cross section 
remains important up to 500 e V. Since we are interested in much higher energies, 
we will neglect the elastic cross section. Thus, the program CROSS only gives cross 
sections for energies above 500 e Y. 

Inelastic collisions of electrons with neutral particles 

For inelastic collisions, the Bethe-Born approximation (Bethe 1930) is taken as the 
starting point. This theory, which is valid for energies higher than 500 eV, leads to 
analytic expressions for the excitation and ionization cross sections as a function of 
the incident kinetic energy and adjustable parameters (Green & Barth 1965). These 
functions can be fitted to experimental data to determine the free parameters. The 
resulting function can be used above the energies of the experimental data. 

Excitation of the target by electrons In the framework of the Bethe-Born 
semi-analytical approximation (Green & Dutta 1967), the electron collision cross 
section for the excitation of atmospheric gases is given by the equation: 

(E) = qocoio 
(J W2 

(2.43) 
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where go = 6.51 X 10- 14 eV'l cm'l and W is the threshold energy for a particular 
excitation state measured in eV. The free parameters coio, " v and 0 can be 
adjusted to fit the experimental data. Their values are given in Table 5 for the main 
excitation states of N2 • O2 • 0 (Banks & Kockarts 1973), and He (Jusick et aL 1967). 
To obtain the total excitation cross section, the program computes the sum over all 
possible excitation states. Equation (2.43) has been found to represent accurately a 
large number of experimental data. 

Ionization of the target by electrons For the ionization cross section, one has 
to consider the integral 

/,

(£+1)/2 dO' 
O'(E) = I dW dW ! (2.44) 

where 1 is the ionization threshold for a particular target state. The same analytic 
form is used for O' as for discrete transitions [Eq. (2.43)], but coio is replaced by 
coio (I jW)P (Jusick et aL 1967). 

_/,(E+ll/2qocoio (I)P[ (W)1]"(W)n O'(E) - -- - 1- - - dW 
1 W'lW E E' 

(2.45) 

where coio, p, " v and n are parameters obtained from the best fit of this analytic 
function to experimental results. Table 5 lists values of the parameters for impact 
ionization of N2 , 02, 0 (Banks & Kockarts 1973), and He (Jusick et al. 1967). For 
molecules, the different dissociation states are considered as well. The ionization 
and dissociation states need to be added to obtain the total ionization cross section. 

Figure 32 shows an example of the excitation and ionization cross sections as a 
function of the kinetic energy of impacting electrons on O 2 • The two curves have 
sImilar shapes and have a maximum around lOOeV. For E > lOOeV, O'(E) decreases 
as the electron energy increases and the ionization cross section is always greater 
than the excitation cross section. 

For ionization of H, Lotz (1966) proposes an analytic function based on Bethe 
(1930). For high energy, the Lotz cross section has a functional dependence of the 
form 

(2.46) 

where a = 4.0 x 10-14 is a constant, IH = 13.6 eV is the H ionization potential, and 
~ is a free parameter called the effective number (~ = 1 for H). 

Electron-ion collisions 

Ionization of ions by electrons The Lotz analytic function can be adapted to 
compute the ionization cross section of different atoms and ions. To describe the 
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Table 5. Values oftbe free parameters in Eq. (2.43) (excitation) and Eq. (2.45) (ionization 

and dissociation) for the inelastic collision cross section between electrons and atmospheric 

constituents. W is the threshold energy (in e V) for each excitation level and I is the 

ionization energy (in eV) for different molecules and atoms found in the Earth's atmosphere 

(Banks & Kockarts 1973, Jusic.k et al. 1967). 

Gas Final state W or I (eV) Coio n v f P 

N2 A3 E+ u 6.14 0.226 3.0 1.0 l.0 

N2 B3 II g 7.30 0.178 3.0 1.0 3.0 

N2 c3rru 11.03 0.28 3.0 1.0 3.0 

N2 a1 II g 9.10 0.136 1.0 1.0 1.0 

N2 b1TIu 12.85 0.67 0.75 3.0 1.0 

N2 b'IE+ 
u 14.0 0.33 0.75 3.0 l.0 

N2 ERydberg 13.75 2.66 0.75 3.0 l.0 

N2 Nt(X2EV 15.58 0.370 0.80 3.0 1.0 1.2 

N2 Nt (A 2rru) 16.73 0.160 0.83 l.0 1.0 1.2 

N2 Nt(B2E~) 18.75 0.073 0.83 2.0 1.0 1.2 

N2 Ni(D2TIg) 22.0 0.056 0.83 2.0 1.0 1.2 

N2 Nt (C2I.;~) 23.6 0.60 0.83 2.0 1.0 1.2 

N2 Dissociative 25.0 0.380 0.96 2.0 1.0 1.2 

02 a1ll. g 0.98 0.0005 3.0 l.0 3.0 

02 b1E g 1.64 0.0005 3.0 1.0 3.0 

02 A3 E+ u 4.5 0.021 0.9 1.0 3.0 

02 B3 r;-
u 8.4 0.23 0.75 2.0 1.0 

O 2 9.geVallowed 9.9 0.08 0.75 3.0 1.0 
O2 L:Rydberg 13.5 2.77 0.75 3.0 1.0 
O2 0+(X2rr ) 2 g . 12.1 0.058 0.80 2.0 1.0 1.1 
O2 ot(a4TIu) 16.1 0.150 0.80 2.0 1.0 1.1 
O2 ot(A2rru ) 16.9 0.150 0.80 2.0 1.0 1.1 
O 2 Ot(b4 Eg-) 18.2 0.130 0.80 2.0 1.0 1.1 
O 2 Ot(B) 23.0 0.064 0.80 2.0 l.0 1.1 
O 2 Dissociative O+(''1S) 18.0 0.400 0.93 3.0 1.0 l.1 

02 Dissociative O+(2D) 22.0 0.250 0.93 3.0 1.0 l.1 
0 ID l.96 0.01 1.0 2.0 1.0 
0 lS 4.17 0.0042 1.0 1.0 0.5 
0 3S 9.53 0.0465 0.75 3.0 1.0 
0 5S 9.15 0.023 2.0 1.0 1.0 
0 'f.(61 = 1, 6s = 0) 14.2 0.367 0.75 3.0 1.0 
0 E(68 = 1) 14.7 0.694 2.0 1.0 1.0 
0 L:(6l = 0,88 = 0) 13.5 0.043 0.75 1.0 2.0 
0 O+(4S) 13.6 0.290 0.85 1.0 0.3 1.2 
0 O+eD) 16.9 0.360 0.85 1.0 0.3 1.2 
0 O+ep) 18.5 0.190 0.85 1.0 0.3 1.2 
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Table 5. (continued) 

------------

Gas Final state W or J(eV) cofo n v I P 
---------~ 

He He(21p) 21.17 0.338 0.7 2.5 1.0 
He He(3 1p) 23.08 0.1 0.7 2.5 1.0 
He He (41 P) 23.75 0.042 0.7 2.5 1.0 
He He (3 1S) 22.93 0.0054 0.7 0.5 1.0 
He He(41S) 23.68 0.0022 0.7 0.5 1.0 
He He (SIS) 24.02 0.0011 0.7 0.5 1.0 

He He (61S) 24.20 0.0006 1.0 0.5 1.0 
He He(31D) 23.08 0.0067 1.0 1.0 1,0 
He He (41D) 23.75 0.0028 1.0 1.0 1.0 
He He(5 1D) 24.05 0.0014 1.0 1.0 1.0 
He He (61 D) 24,22 0.0008 2.0 1.0 1.0 
He He (32 P) 22.93 0.030 2.0 1.0 1.0 
He He (33S) 22.63 0.0294 2.0 1.0 1.0 
He He (43S) 23.57 0.0112 2.0 1.0 1.0 

He He (SIS) 23.97 0.0054 2.0 1.0 1.0 

He He (33 D) 23.00 0.010 2.0 1.0 1.0 
He He (3 3D) 23.71 0.0041 2.0 1.0 1.0 
He He (33D) 24.04 0.0021 2,0 1.0 1.0 
He He (3 3 D) 24.21 0.0012 2.0 1.0 1.0 

He He+ 24.6 0.140 0.75 1.0 1.0 1.5 
--... -

ionization of ions by impacting electrons, the Lotz function becomes 

u(E) = ~a In(E/J) . 
IE 

(2.47) 

For large E, the electrons of the next inner sub-shell also contribute appreciably to 
the cross section. 1 is a weighted mean of II, the ionization potential for outer shell 
electrons, and 12 , the ionization potential for electrons of the next inner sub-shelP. 
The values of ~ and 1 are given in Table 6 (Lotz 1966) for He, C, N, 0, Ne atoms 
and ions in different states of ionization. 

lFor elements with higher Z-uumber (for intance Kr or Xe) a. third sub-shell gives a better 
approximation. 
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Table 6. Values of the ionization potential J (in eV) and of the effective number~, to be 

used in Eq. (2.47) to obtain the ionization cross section for collisions between energetic 

electrons and different atmospheric atoms and ions (Lotz 1966) 

Species Ioniza tion state I(eV) { 

H H+ 13.6 1.0 
He+ He2+ 54.4 1.1 
c+ C2+ 28.2 3.0 
C2+ C3+ 6l.3 2.9 
C3+ CH 102 2.2 
C4+ C5+ 392 2.0 
C5+ C6+ 490 1.0 
N+ NH 32.6 4.1 
N2+ N3+ 52.5 3.0 
N3+ NH 100 3.0 
NH N5+ 155 2.2 
N5+ N6+ 552 2.0 
N6 + N7+ 667 1.0 
0+ 02+ 37.6 5.0 
02+ 03+ 58.8 4.0 
03+ 04+ 83.7 3.0 
04+ 05+ 148 3.1 
05+ 06+ 219 2.2 
0 6+ 07+ 739 2.0 
07+ 08+ 871 1.0 
Ne+ Ne2+ 45.2 5.S 
NeH NeH 68.9 6.0 
Ne3+ NeH 101 5.0 
NeH Ne5+ 132 4.0 
Ne5+ NelH 167 3.0 
Ne5+ Ne7+ 270 3.1 
Nel+ NeB+ 380 2.3 
NeB+ Ne9+ 1186 2.0 
Ne9+ Ne1O+ 1362 1.0 
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Figure 32, Ionization (taking into account dissociation) and excitation (taking into 
account atom production dissociation) cross sections computed by the computer code 
CROSS for collisions between energetic electrons and 02. Both cross sections reach a 
maxJffium (3 x 10-15 cm2) around 100 eV and decrease with the kinetic energy of the 
electron. 

Coulomb interaction The force between charged particles obeys the Coulomb 
law 

F12 
___ 1_ Z1 Z2e2 

41[' Eo r2 
(2.48) 

where Zj is the charge state of each particle (Z1 = -1 for electrons), e the electric 
charge of the electron, r the distance between both charges, and 100 the permittivity of 
vacuum (Eo = 8.854 X 10- 12 F m -1). As the cross section diverges for small scattering 
angles as a result of the infinite range of the Coulomb force, a minimum scattering 
angle has to be chosen consistent with the concept of the plasma Debye length: 

(2,49) 

where the densities nj are taken into account. The summation is taken over all 
particle species present, including electrons. The Coulomb interaction leads to the 
Coulomb cross section which is very important at low energy (Banks & Kockarts 
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1973): 

(2.50) 

where mi is the rest mass of the particles and 9 is their relative speed. I\. is defined 
as a function of AD: 

(2.51 ) 

When the energy of the incident particle is much larger than the energy of the 
atmospheric target particle (but not relativistic), E = mIg2/2 and 

a(E) = 3.25 x 10-14 [ml;2 m2 Z:2] '2 In A cm2 , (2.52) 

where E is given in e V. Since the mass of the electron is very small com pared to the 
mass of any ion, we can neglect it, in which case Eq. (2.52) becomes: 

1 (ZlZ2)2 2 a(E) = 3.25 x 10- 4 -e In Acm . (2.53) 

Coulomb collisions are very important at low energies. Below lOOeV, the ion cross 
section is much greater than the cross section of the corresponding neutral atom. At 
higher energies, the Coulomb interaction becomes less important since it decreases 
as E- 2 . 

The program CROSS gives the total cross section for the main ions of the atmo
sphere, i.e. He+, C+, N+) 0+, N e+, at, Nt, and for other ionization states of these 
constituents. 

2.5.3 Protons' as incident particles 

Two important processes must be considered for the collisions between energetic 
protons and neutral particles: charge exchange, which prevails below 100keV, and 
electron production, which is important for higher energies. Coulomb interaction 
is a very important process. For collisions with ions, the ionization cross section 
prevails. At high energy, the ionization cross section by protons is equal to the 
electron ionization cross section at the same kinetic velocity. 

Electron production by protons impacting on atoms and mo1ecules 

When a proton with kinetic energy Ep encounters an atom or a molecule, one or more 
electrons can be emitted. The equation used to fit the ioruzation and dissociation 
with the electron production cross section for the whole energy range is a simple 
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Table 7. Values of the free parameters in Eq. (2.54) for the electron production cross 
section for collisions between energetic protons and different atoms and molecules of the 
Earth's atmosphere (Rudd et al. 1985) 

E 

R ilia bill ty" 

Tuset A B C D LowE Nearmu. High E 

H 0...28 1.15 0.44 Q.907 c b a 
He 0.49 0.62 0.13 1.52 c b a 

Ne 1.6.3 0.13 0031 1.14 t: b a 
AT J.B }.98 1.89 0.59 c c b 
Kr S.67 S...50 2.42 0.6.5 c c b 
Xc 7033 1U 4.12 C.4l c b b 
Hl 0.71 1.6.3 0-'1 1.24- c b b 
Nl J.n :2.73 !.SO 0.70 b b a 

Oa 4.71 0.00 1.76 0.93 c c a 

CO 3,67 2.79 l.QS 1.05 b b il 

CO:! 6.55 0.00 3.74 1.16 b b il 

NHl 4.01 0.00 1.73 I.In t: b b 
~ 4"H !.O7 l...S4 1.08 c c b . ~: < 10 %. b: 10-]J 9'Q. c: :> 25 '3'Q • 

combination of the cross sections appropriate for the high and low energy regions 
(Rudd et al. 1985): 

[ 
U 1 ]-1 

(J(Ep) = 47fa5 Aln(l + U) + B + CUD ' (2.54) 

where U = E / IH , E = E p /1836, and ao = 0.529 x 10-8 em. A, B, C and Dare 
free parameters. Their values are given in Table 7 (taken from Rudd et al. 1985) for 
13 elements present in the Earth's atmosphere: H, He) Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, H'2! N'2, O2 , 

CO, CO2 • NH3 , CRt. 

Equation (2.54) has a correct behaviour at low energy where a power-law is a 
good fit to the experimental results: 

(2.55) 

At high energy, (J(Ep) is assumed to have the energy dependence predicted by the 
Bethe approximation: 

(E ) 
'2 A In(l + U) + B 

(J p = 41!'ao U . (2.56) 

At high energy, u(Ep) becomes proportional to ln U /U. 

Bethe's treatment shows that for protons the cross sections should be exactly the 
same as for electrons in the asymptotic energy region, provided that the comparison 
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Figure 33. Charge exchange and electron production cross sections for collisions be
tween protons and H. Charge transfer prevails up to around 100 keY but quickly becomes 
negligible for higher energy in comparison with ionization. 

is made at the same velocity. Both cases can be compared by defining E = m ev 2/2 = 

m pv2/2/1836 = E p /1836 where the indices "e" and "p" represent the electron and 
the proton, respectively. For Nand 0, which are not presented in Table 7, we can 
evaluate the cross section at high energy (Ep > 500 ke V) by taking into account that 
the proton and electron cross sections are the same for equal incident velocities. The 
program then uses the simple analytic function given by Lotz [Eq. (2.47)] with the 
appropriate parameters. 

Charge exchange between protons and neutral atoms 

The charge exchange process is characterized by a transfer of an electric charge 
between two particles, where each retains its original kinetic energy. In general, 
calculating the charge exchange cross section is very difficult. It is preferable to 
resort to experimental results since analytical functions are not available for the 
whole energy range and for all types of particles, 

For H, a resonance effect appears because the proton is the parent ion of H. The 
computer code uses the complete set of measurements collected since 1958 by Tawara 
et al. (1985) for collisions between protons and H (atomic H and molecular H2 ) (cf. 
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Table 8. Values ot measured charge exchange cross sections between energetic protons 
and atomic and molecular H (Tawara et al. 1985) 

Electron Upturc iII Collisions with AtOmic IiYdroseD 
II· .. 8 -) II . 

B • S -) a « canto) 

f(.I1/ .... u) <t1 ca2 ) Error ""tbor T •• r [tlll/ .. u) 1t1<:l12) Ector ""thor Yeu 

1.'OE-01 509H-B I.Ut-lJ ---.. (lUl) 1.8H-al 1. '0£-15 2.SOI-16 rl~. (1960) 
LUE-ol 4.aa-iS 9 . 10£-U . 1.9a-OJ L3U-!! 6.10t-l1 K~lur. (U,,) 
La H.OO 4.U£-iS 1.70£-U I. 95t.OJ L10!-!! 'Il. (lUl) 
1.25£-00 4.'1£-iS 6.60£-16 2.0]t...oJ l.'lE-!! fLtI (1951) 
1.9H-gO 4.091t-15 7 . 40£-1& 2 . 41£.01 1.1H-1S 6.10 E-17 Pte-Clute (l!IU) 
].10£·00 5.60£-15 1.00£-16 1N1y ..... (1167) 2.S0t.OJ I.B£-15 Fltl (usa) 
J.J't.OO l. 11£-15 "60£-16 ...,..." tUIll) 1.00E.0] 1.20£-15 1.80t-16 fUyf Laid (lUg) 
4.1 It.-0O ].SOE-15 4.10!-16 1.0)£-0] 1. 50E-15 fiC. (1958) 
LOOt.OO S.lOt-iS 6.00E-16 IN~Y"" (lUl) 1.OH.0] l.21Z-U 6.10E-11 ncClllre (lIU) 
S.SOE+OO 1.Sn-1S 6.00£-16 J. SOt-Ol 1.20[-11 1 . ~0'-16 i.oytleld (1969) 
5.6 ar..oo ).67£-U 5.80E-U ~ ...... &ft (l91ll) 1.60E.0] I.IH-lJ 'It. (U58) 
9.00£.00 4.101-15 7.00E-16 Il001'1''' (1961) 3.60£_0) 1. lOE-iJ 2. 00 t-16 rlt. (1960) 
9.51 [.00 l.UI-IS 6.10£- 15 !I"'aAlI IUIll) l. 82[..01 1.11£-15 5,60&-11 "~lur. (19U) 
'.6at.00 J.70£-15 5 . '0£-16 4.00E'01 1.20t-lS 1.110£-16 BAyf1eld (19&11 
1.00E-Ol LODE-IS LOOt-16 a.~y .. y (Un) •• 00t-O) 1..][-15 Flt. (19511) 
1.50t.Ol 4.608-15 4.002-16 .. 50£..03 I.Ht-1S 1. 90£-16 Bayf lold (1941) 
\. 9at-O I .. 30E-15 • .00£-16 'Iu (1962) •. 80t_03 LO'£-H L 30E-11 /lcC1l1re (1946) 
l.OOhOI ,.'Q!-15 "00£-16 &.ly ..... (19611 3.00[-01 1.1 sr.-15 I. '0[-16 8.~t lold (1969) 
2.20&-01 3.60&-15 1.00!-16 'Lte ( 1961) So ~O £.01 1 ,Oar-IS 1.50£-16 
L21£·01 l.28t-H • .80l-U N ....... n tl982 ) ~.7B[-0) 1 . 11C-15 TIt. ( USB) 
2.30£-01 4.00E-H fit • (1962) 6.00l-01 1.0St-1S 1.'0£-16 B.t.y! (old I I" 9) 
2. Ut.Ol 2. 9 H-IS .. 10E-16 M ...... an (lU2) 6.0H.OJ 51 .sse-u 4.9H-l1 IIOC I lire (I"') 
2.50£-01 4.'Ot-1S • .001-16 !tly ... 1l!i61) 1.00£-OJ 1 . 0lE-LS 1.50[-16 BaYf 1.1d (19H) 
l.OOt-Ol 3.60£-15 1.00£-16 'It. (UU) 1.0at-ol 1 . 0St-1S 1.30E-16 fl~1 (1160) 
3.00£-01 4.20E-15 I.COE-16 ae1y • ." ( 1961) 1.0U-0) 1.llt-IS fit. (1958) 
1.OSE·01 ].)H-I~ 5.10!-16 ~.-&n (1982) 1 . 62£..0] 8.aOE-16 ... OE-11 PlcClutl (1966) 
3.60E-Ol 3.60£-15 Tit. t 1961) 8.00£..0) 9 . S0£-16 1.40E-U B.t.!UIld ( 1969) 
l.80E·Ol l.20£-lS 2.00£-16 9.00£·01 1.301'-16 1.20[-16 
4.00 t-Ol •• 10l-H 2.00t-16 lIely •• v ( 1967) LOlE·Ol 1 . 01£-13 fl~e 11" I) 
• .01 E.OI 1.00[-lS .. ,OE-16 ~~ (lU2) 9 . 60£-01 8.60t-16 •. 10£-11 /IcC I uti (1966) 
4.60E.Ol 1.10£-lS flt-e (1961) I . OOE.O. '.40£-16 1. .0t-16 Bayfield 11" 9) 
1.00£-01 l.'O[-H 3.00E-16 hly .. " <19611 1.00~.04 9 . 00 t-16 1.50[-16 fLt_ (1960) 
I.a!t-Ol 2.8lE-H .. 10&-16 HeW1ll&l\ (19111 ) LoSE-a. ' . 00£-16 1.40t-l6 B.t.~f illd tUU) 
~. '0 E-Ol 1. ~Ot-15 rlt. (19'2) 1. 20E.04 7. 'H-U 1.20£-16 
6.00£·01 1. 20~lS 1.00r-16 1. 21t·O 4 7.S0£-16 l.80£-11 PleCl uti (1966) 
6.91£-01 1.6H-1S 5.20l-16 N ..... u. (lU2) 1.1lt.0 4 1I.00t-16 Fit. (usa) 
1.60E,01 2.'a-1S TIt.. 11962) 1.40['04 6 . 510£-16 1.00t.-16 86yUIld (19691 
1.00£.01 3.40 E-IS 1.0010-16 1141ya .. (1961) 1.52[004 6 . 50£-16 3.10E·11 ,~~llIrl (19&61 
1.00E-02 1.10E-15 flee (1" 2) 1. Hlo04 3.60£-16 rlt. (Ust) 
Loa-a 2 ).10E-15 1. 00 t-16 1.'02.04 S. ,0 £-16 9 .00t-l1 B.t.yU.ld (1959 ) 
1.10r.·01 1.11E-1S 1.50t-16 N ...... .." (lU2) 1.tU·0. 5.00£-16 LSOE-11 KeCIlitl I19U' 
1 .• 0£-01 1. U£-IS 3.60£-16 1.00t·0. 6 .• 0£-16 1 . 00t-16 fh. (1960) 
1.4]E·Ol 1.60£-15 flt. (1962) 1.00£+04 5 . 00E-16 LOO£-11 8t~f 111d (1969) 
I. 'H-O 2 1.90'-15 3.102-16 trf.",mu ( ItB21 1. .0t-04 "'0£-16 5.00!-11 
1.99£-01 2.11£-15 ].SOE-1I 2..lt-04 .,10£-16 2.IOt-11 KeCl Uti (1946, 
2.00E-0 1 1. so ~-15 fie. (196 2) 2 . BO£·O 4 1.40£-16 1.00£-17 Bayt lald <19'1) 
2.10[-02 1.30E-15 2.00 £-u; l.00t.04 '-10 t-16 7 .Oot-I' flte (1960) 
2.40[-01 2. 'CE-I 5 rlt. (l,5I) l.0 H-04 2.91£-16 1.~0'-11 IkClur. (19&6) 
l.40E-02 1.0&!-15 ].10E-16 ~......at\ (1982) 3.10[.0. 2.10l-16 ].00£-17 B.~tl.ld (ltU) 
L8n-01 1.1H-15 ].10£-16 l.10!.04 2.IO~16 l.00E-l1 
l.00'·02 LSD E-IS 1.001-15 ric. ( 1961) l. 80E.04 1 . 10!--16 4.00t-17 ~11~4y l1'U) 
l.00[.01 1.9U-15 ].00£-16 ~-",IUI tlU2) l.aH-H 1. u r.-ld '.lOI-!a ftcell1r. (aU) 
].10£ool J.O H-15 Ht. (19511) "OOt.04 ! .19£-16 Wl~~kow .. (19&61 
• . 00t-02 1.811-lS •. 00t-04 1 . 60£-16 1.60E-11 hytilld (U~') 
•• 00e_02 2.601-15 LOOt-16 rI te tlt601 ,-00t-04 ] . 10£-16 5.00£-11 fl~. (19601 
· . 'OE.02 2. 2a £-15 2.00E-U rite tan) 4.21£-04 1. Ut-16 1.20£-11 CUbody (19641) 
• .80 t.o 1 2.5H-15 Ht. (19' BI 4. 'O!.O. 1. 15 f-15 L40E-17 aayH.ld (lUt, 
, .00£·02 1 . 29£-15 4.aOE.O. 1.10E-16 5.50£-11 lIcCl.,r. (1965) 
, .10£-02 2.l0E-15 rlCI (1962) 4.90toO. ~ . '0£-11 1.10£-11 Clll>Ody (lU6' 
, .60t·01 2 . l0E-1S 1.00£-16 5.00E-04 1.1H-U ~ (ttltaw .. (l U6) 
, .&0£·02 2 . 291-15 Ti~1 (lU8) 5 . OO!:"'l4 9.IH-11 9.0Q!-19 k!f laid ~!"9' a.20e-02 2.10£-15 flu (1162) 5. ~Ot.04 , .JO&-11 1.00E-ia 
'.00£-02 2.1U-1S n.te (ltH) 5.119£-04 .. 4O&-11 ~.aa£-18 Gl1~dy (196&' l.00£.0) 1.90l-1S ri.tA tU62) 6 . 00r.04 ' , 00E-1' III t t~aw .. (1966) 
I.OOr.O] 2. 00£-15 3.00£-16 rl," (19601 6.00t·Ot 1 . ao E-l , 6.crO£-18 B.t.ytilid (UU) 
1.051£.0] l.OJE-1S Fi.~e (IHI) , .On.04 6 . 00E-I' 1. 00 £-18 "eCl ur I (lU6) 
I.IH_O) 2.0H-U 6 . 50t-04 4 . • 0E-17 ,-OOt.-ia Bayt le1d (19") 
1.45£00] LOOE-IS 4.001-16 Tit. (lU2) 1 . 00E.Ot 1.1Q!-1l .... lttl.o .... r (1966' 
1.60£·0) 1.8U-1S lLt. (195a) 1.00C-04 3.101-11 •. 0ot-I1 a.yf leU ( IUJ) 
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Table 8. (continued) 

6" • II -) H (conr:.) 8+ • II -) Hll.) !""nt..) 

£(ell/_ul CI1.:a'1 tHor A,I1:bcr y, .. ,. £\8"'1_1.1) !11Of Aut."'", Y .... r 

7.00bil4 1.00£-17 •• (JO!-U CHbOdll {lU~1 t .:!'Ot.04 l.IOJ:-U 000:19 nn~. 
7.'1£+04 1 1.50t-U PlcCluc .. (19661 l.gOE.04 l.Ol!-l1 lUll !U19. 
,. ae-Ot 1.M£-U Gil bod!/, I UIi6 I 1.50£,,04 Loo£-a I'IOrgan lUll: 
1I.00b04 Wittk"",.: (Unl 1.60E+04 ) .00£-19 lUit'I"l.d (U6~. 
a.n.e:·04 l.OOIHQ GilbO"y (1960 1.B!>O' 5.0011.-lB 
, .00£+1),( WJ.e~lr.o ..... r [1966) 1. 80£+04 1.00 I!-U I'br?1IfI lU,!: 
g.nt+(\4 L8CE-lEi Gl.lbody aU) LeOb04 l.OH-ll aLl (1919. 
1.001:...05 1 W'tt.k""u (1966) 1.00& .. 04 1.50!-U 0001'19 (U7C 
l.oo£ .. oS 1.2 , "cCl" .. (19661 1. OO!<-O I l.QOE-U a"lIHeU IHO; 
L.09b05 1 1 l:Hlbo<!y (U661 1.0011.+04 5.00£-18 !l.at<j.all (19, l, 
1.151: .. 05 5 1 i'\"Clure I1966J 2.00t-04 '.BOE-U lUll (1gB 
1.19!~OS 5 l C:Ubody 11\1661 2. 20E>O~ l.~U-l1 8.90£-18 
LHE .. OS 5 JoI'tU,o".r 119661 1.lQ1+04 1.,o£-17 S.OOIl:-19 Marqlll IU71 
1.19£;,,05 3 .2.l0t·U C:Ubody tU66) 2.10r,,0. 3.20£-11 2.00E-U 8ayfidd IU6; 
1. 5 Ot.OS 1.1Q£-19 Wit\\.lu:" •• r (l9661 1.40b04 ) .00 &-L' 4.00E-U !ll)rg&n IU~) 
1. H 1>"05 1.12£-19 - 2.401:904 2.Ut-ll $.ilC£-l9 1111t IU1; 
1.00 t .. c S 1.80£-19 1. ~OE+04 3.15£-17 l.Oo£-U CbOl'l9 1197-
2.H£·O~ ( .00£-19 2.31)&.04 l.JU;-11 8.90£-111 Hill ili, l 
2. $OI:.oS 1,9 eE-19 1. 60E.O~ 2.80t-11 6.ac£-U Itorqan IU~ 
2.50£<-05 l.6St-l~ 2.5Q£-10 tUU) 1.61l&.O~ L~c£-n ~,I)Ot-U h~H.ld {190 j 
'.OOe·;H 1.!U-20 L80£-H 1.00£<004 lola £-11 '.CO£-18 
LIiOhOS 50 4$£-1l 1.00t-n 1.)0[<.04 LJgE-D !i.OO£-U 
& .00 hilS 1.81£-21 ).60£-22 " .(lOIl·O' LCOt-17 LOOE-La 

•• )0£·04 •• 50£-16 2.101';·)8 RycU.n'l 
L 50£+0 a LBE-l' 2.50£-la Ila~f ldd 11+ ,. .) Kilo' ~ .001:·04 l.lO£-17 LIHH-U 

olc .. h 5.00 •• 04 6, Hlt-l a LlO£-H1 I<y"~fl'i (19 .. 
E I ~"/aJ:I"j Ene. A .. utllor 'lee&! S.50t·OI j. HlE-l e 1.lCIl-1Il B&l'thld <UH 

5 .OOE~;H 1. 40E-U e .OOE-l!i 
6.}O£-19 KUI (UHl G • Ollt-il I ~.50&-1B '.DC £-19 j1ydl .. ~ IUO£ 
9.10!·n . 

6 ~ ,gOC-la B.OJE-lj a...~fLdd U91i , 
L60E-U Barfield IUUI ., 4.102-18 Lii~E-H 
~ .60t-U iii 1 IUnl 1.90 t-LE, LOaE:~U Ry~lnq !l;)6 ! 
9,.50£-U a"r Ue1d (UU) LIC£-U IUIOE-U 

• 1.1O£-18 Hi 1 n9HI l.7H-lS .. 00£-19 
l.OO[+O) 1,lO£-U B.oI'H<lld n9~gl LUE-U 1.00£-19 
4.o0t.el 1. ~OE-18 lUll (UB) !L40r-li 1.50£-19 
LOO!:.')) $ hyfuld (l'6~1 
! .00£ .. 0) 1 lUll I1tHl 
! .00£+03 1 tunl H'* ... K -> 1I0pl 
! .50£·/.)) 1 ! (l969) 
~.'O[.Ol LOoe-I1 (un) UIIII/MlIl) Eu .. , Aur.not 'to" 
•. OO! .. o} 1.Hlf-lS (19691 
LOC ttDJ L.Hlt·a {19'9J , .501:: .. 02 I.oot-la Kond"", (l~- , 

6 .OOI:~Cl , LlIClIt-U tU'lJ 1,OClNO) l.lCl!·11 StltbOl"",. 1\ H' 
6.00£"Ol LiOE-U 1.101-18 (UB) 1.Cot-OJ 1.60E-U gClfldO'" tB-; 
7.00£+01 1.19£-11 1.~OI:-U 1.10£-0) 1.00[-18 . 
7.001: .. 03 9.901:-\& 1.)8&-U (UUl 1.l5£·01 .85£-\7 3.101:-10 
7.!lOE+OJ 9.9CE-U LO()£-18 (un) 1.1U·03 .95£-11 l.80l:-tiI 
a .00£+0) 1.UE-\7 " 70l-lS IU111\ 1.'1;)£.0) ilt-17 L(O£-\! 
B.OO[-Ol LHt-l1 •• ooz-U PilJfqan IUill L 71:11>.01 Lll£-11 1. jll E-U 
a .OObOl LHIH.T l.ME-1S .hyfl.ld 1191191 1.B&-CJ l.U!-1l 1.)"£-19 
8.1)0&+0) l.,ot-l' S .10!:~1 a II!H InUI I.sn.o) 1.18£-17 1.o0f-La 
8.101:"'03 L6U-11 1.80£-16 Cho"Q 119771 2 ,00t.03 2.91£-.' l.lOE-1S 
9.00&·0) L!H-L7 3.DO£-U i'I<Ic91n (191]1 1.15 .. ·01 2. n £-11 L~Ot·U 
; .OO!·Dl 1.7)£-17 1.10E-U hyf lltld (l91Si1 1.30£-01 :2. aat-17 S.oO£-18 !ll)t~an IB-; 
9 .OOE·n L9H-lJ S .80 l·U aUl IUH) 2. )02-17 LOOE-U !lando .. IH-' 
LOO£·O~ 1. i l!L-ll 1.DOt-1B 0;01\9 IU7i\ 2.'sOE-ll 1.10£-18 
1.O()E·04 2.10 E-17 60)0.£-18 litH 11tHI 2.Ht-LJ 2,aO £-\8 
1.GOE .. O~ 1. 40£-17 3.00.£-1 a eayheJcl 119UI 1.90 £-17 4 .\)0 £-18 Non}ln 
!.OO£"U4 1.60£-lJ 8.CO!-U l".orq"" !l"ll l.00 l.6O£-U L1Of-17 ScebbinqlR I ~ 
I.OG't:·O~ 1.191':-17 L.a~-; a !lill (u111) l :LU£-n 1.702-15 Kon<l"., CU-, 
Lln·a4 L ~o t-l1 LOOl-l e Bayfield (19Ul ] .00£"Ill 1.10!-\) LaOE-La 
Ll~e ... O~ 1.6H~n 1.~iH-1S Kill un.) , .00£·01 ),)0£-1' LOOt-18 ~~~~:~ n 
L1Ot.04 LaO'-ll 6.aul:-18 1'I'''lan (1971) 4 .001:·0] L4it-11 1. 60£-18 It -
1.1Q.£.1U 2. 7lS-11 a.l0E-U Bil (19791 5.00E-0] l.SU·lJ l.aO£-p St .. bl>~"q. (1 
L l.Ut-n 1.0]£-11 LOOE.OJ 1 •• 001-18 "-'>rqAn !l 
L l.lot-ll 6.00.-1& IIDr'lan (19731 5.00[.01 1.40E-U lenda", { 1 
L40E·O. l.OOt-17 LllOt-lll S"yHe1d IhUl 6,OOS.al S.OOE-18 l1'lC 91l1l { : 



THE DRIFT DENSITY 

8. (continued) 

u· .. B -) Bllpl (<::on~. ) • B .) e .. • (eoM.) 

E(tllju>ul 0'(co2) error I\.utbOf rur &ltll!&lIlul 01 Error Autl10r 'fItA' 

6 g.oo£-19 lI:ondo", (1914) 6 .~O£'Ol L 50E-16 Fite (1962) 
6 g .00£·19 · 1.)1&-02 1. ~O!-16 
1 2.10£-19 2.UE·02 l.)OE-U 
7 5.00£-19 (191)) l.70&·02 ) .80z;..16 1 
8 I.SO£-l$ (1914) 5.00&--02 ),20£-11 9.00&-La Nut'!: (lila) 
8 5.00£-18 (197n 3.70£+02 1 1 lHm 9 2.10!-19 IU7U 6.70£-02 1 1978) 
9 5.00£-U lUll) 8.30&"02 1 1 
1.00£·04 1.301-1$ (19H) 9.6)&-02 L SOI!:-16 8 FIt" (1962) 
I .OOE-O 4 1.90£-1/ (U5!) 1.00[·0) 2.50£-16 1 Nlltt (19711) 
l.OOt.O 4 S.OOE-19 !l97l) I.OH-O) 1.10 £-16 PI~" (1962) 
1 2,60£-18 IU") 1.11[-01 1.8H-16 Nutt (1978) 

5.00£-18 IU7l) 1.21£-01 4. 70!H6 rne (1962) 
1 LaO&-U (IiH) LHE·O) l.~2&-16 Nuti'. (1979) 

1 L 1.00E-18 !Io r 9ol 1'1 (197)1 1. SH.Ol LSOt-16 (lU2) 
1 2. 2. 70&-18 i!.Qndo .. (1914) L 67£.Ol 4.88£-16 IH78) 
1 4 2.69£-17 1. 40 £-19 · 1.7H+03 2,701:-16 rUBI 
1.401':+04 1.6011:-17 ).00£-18 /lQt~ 1197 II 1.92[.03 6,50£-16 (19621 
1.30[-04 1. 1.40£-1 Q XOrl '" {19HI 2,00E-01 ~ ,ooe-a I U1!l} 
I.HE·04 2 2,20E-iS · 2. 00 !ita 1 S.88£-16 (U78i 
1.60&-04 2. J.oor-u IIor98n IU7l) 2.2H-Ol 7,eO[-U 1.001':-\6 (U62) 
1.7011:.04 1. 1,9Ot-IS lando .. i19HI 2.15£·01 &.00 [-16 1.90t-16 (19151 
1.30£-04 1. 1.60.-\ a · 2,llhO] 6.~U·16 5.00£-17 (1918) 
l..Ot.04 L 1,00£-18 110 r qan (19711 l.JH·Ol &.90t-U 1.001>-16 IUHI 
1 .90 £+0 4 1 LSOE-18 Xondow 119141 2.S0hOl 7,)01:-16 1 {UIS} 
2.00 E.04 l. 1. Jot-I a · 1. SeE-a] t.aOf-16 1 11962\ 
2.00E+04 L 1.6Ot-\7 S~.IH\1n9· 1.6H:.Ol 7,402:-16 1.10£-16 (l'HlIl 
2.00t-04 1 2.001::-\8 /lQr,iln 2.61£-0] 7.0U-Hi 6.)01:-\1 (li7ll1 

.20/;+0, I 2.00E-18 :ton dow 1 in.OJ 1,00£-15 1.00£-16 'i~iI 11962> 
L LSO£-18 /lQr 911n J 6.00f-16 1.20£-16 Sholl:! !l9781 

2.]01:-04 L 1,20£-19 It'.ondo ... 1 11,032-16 l.llt-16 IU7S! 
2.10E-04 L 1. SO!:-\9 /IQ~qal\ J •• 60£-16 L'O!-U (19751 
2.401::+04 1 1.501;-18 l. 1.0H-iS 3.10£-16 
L~OE+O~ i. 1.10[-\9 ~Ol'l<low C) ] 1.0U-IS 1.10£-16 119621 
2 l L302-18 1t'''Jan II ) 9 .131:-16 1. .0£-16 (l9H) 
2 i.e 1.10£-19 Itoll 0'" 4) ) 1,18&-15 ],~OE-U (19151 
Z,90 E .. (H l L 90 £-18 3 ! L7l:-15 ). ~O£-l6 
) .00E.04 L 1.~O[-18 St.ebbinqa (l9H) J ~ .10£-1 5 1.00£-16 !"ita 119621 

•• 9,8H-L6 1. 50 E-16 ShAh (UH) 

h- • 1.SH:-U 1,30£-16 Fit" 119'611 
o ~ -) h 4 ~.08l:-U 1. 5 SiiAh H9Hl 

4 :.632-15 4.90 iHcl (l9751 
£(.II/ .... ul Eflor A"~tlor hu L nt-IS So 20 &-!6 

L SO£-IS LOa £-17 rlt" 
2 ,41E .. Ol 1.10E-\1 Olson (Un) '.Ut-IS 1.10[-16 
).18["0) 1.50£-11 1.84£-15 5.50£-15 
4. is f.O) 1.10£-17 1.41£-15 1.1O!-U 
1.1H-O) 1.40£-17 LU£-IS I.JOI::-U 
1.00[004 3.80£-17 1.90£-15 ,!L 1o£-U 
loU£-()4 ).40£-\7 1.22£-15 L 
1. 'U;.04 J. 60£-11 l.IH-iS 1 
2.68£+04 2. ")£-\7 I.SU-lS l.l02-15 rite 
loll £+04 I L1U·U 1.10£-16 Shall 
~ .In h04 I 1.20£-15 1,aO£-15 
1.S8£+04 4 1.1U-15 L~OE-U Ol • .,n IUnl 
1.110£.05 1.40E-La avdplu.n<:\ !lU~1 1.23&-15 LaOE-U Sh&.ll (19781 
1.011; .. 05 l Ol .. on (U1H \.65£-15 1.40e-15 Vite (l9611 
1. 25 £.OS 1 !I\1dplW\.:! pUll 1,lUl!-H 5.60£-16 llayUdd IU15i 
L 261': .. 0$ 2 01 .. ,,1\ 19771 1,2U-1S 1.110£-16 Shab 11.979) 
1.5Q£+05 5 9 11""1,,1 W\d OU2) 1,SU-1S ) ,00[-15 l'1 to 11U21 
I. 75hOS l. SOIt-l:i \.00£+04 I,ne-IS 1.80t-16 Sholb 119781 
2.00E+OS 5.00£-19 1.01£-04 loBE-" 1. 60 £-16 Ol.on 
L 25t.05 LOOe-U LOg 4 1 1.40£-16 
1.~Q£·05 L:lO!-U 1 4 I. 1.90£-16 
1.1]£005 1.20:-19 1. 4 l. So 60£-16 
1.15"-05 1.aO!-U L 4 I, 1.~Ol:-16 
L6l£.05 1 1,1980004 L 1.80£-16 !lUll 
6.25['05 1. 4 1 1.60[-\& 

1, 4 1. I.BOI:-16 Sholl (Ule) 

hI. .. a -) Be· 

t('V!a.mul or £c<or Au.e.bot 'fei\f 

1,50&_!H 2.aO£-Lli 1.6()!-!6 F1O .. (1962) 



2.5. Calculation of cross 55 

(continued) 

11+ • B. -) Ii (coM.,1 
.. 

H • 9
1 

-) B ("'(lilt.) 

E(f/ll/t.mu) 11("",') errol" ",,,:1>0 I Y ... r EI.V/ ..... ul 11'( C1:> 2 ) Err".!' Auehoc fur 

L50h04 Seh"hUe (1UO) 2.501:+05 IIHnen IUH) 
l.5QE .. IH OI_r. (l9'H 1.50£.05 l.00£-20 1I""lp1<.11I4 (Un: 
j. SOE>04 MroaL"", .. (UU) ).00£.05 Tobuun IHU) 
1.50E+04 d .... b .. r (l~6') 1.50£.05 Ba.cnef.f. (usa~ 
3.&0,.04 IoIUlI_a tU66) • .00e-05 l.aoe-ll ll;lelpl~nd nU2) 
1.1>1£+04 Foq1ll' (UH) t. Ull .. 05 B"'rnue (USSI 
l.lIn: .. 04 C~r rllll (1959) • .40£.05 4 1011111 ...... 119691 
•• 00£+04 AI. IUU! 4.40[+05 ) W.htl (U.Dj 
4.aOI1:+04 5 119641 5. 1 WiUiu& IUUI 
4.011&+04 l.lUrl6 IU601 L 1.1H-20 tlunate nt~li) 

4 ,(HI hO 4 1.55£-16 iltUJ s 1.48£-20 6.00!-22 Bvl!llplund nUll 
, .00£.04 2.26£-16 (19651 5.50&+05 1.11 £-10 fODuun 1116£1) 
4oOot·04 2.65£-16 &1 (l956) 6.00£<-05 7. 60£-21 WilllLIU (lUg) 
4.001':+04 1 WUU ..... (19U) 6,OOE+05 ~.SS£-21 2.30£-12 H".lpl~"'1 IlUll 
4.16h04 1 CUt' ~&n (UHI IS .S4It+OS 4 It.llh (196 7 1 
4.45£-Q4 1 lUbe (19511 , .OOE;.O! LoO Willi,.",. U!lUI 
4.50 E .. O' 1 (;h_","u (19651 7 .00 !:+O~ l. 8Arnlltt (19SS·. 
4. ~O!.~H 1 Seh" , rsk. (lUO) i .001'+05 1- Wil}ia.<>1 (l U9; 
4.50~.O4 AI. CO .. , II!()" (1961) 8 .001:+05 1 Tob .. Ctll !l 96 8; 
4.60£+04 1rI\Ul.t.lu (19661 a.H£·os 101.1&1\ rU6)! 
4.UE+04 C .. rran (UBI 8.80£.05 WUHuul IU69 1 

L81£.04 lUbe !liHI 9.00!+05 (US~ 

4.87&+04 1. 00 £ .. 0& I (U69 
S.OOn04 Scb\/i n~e (U'O~ 1 4.'H:-12 (HOB 
S.OC£+04 IlH3) 1.00 4.0H-n IUSB 
5.00£>04 .61E-U (OiHoWOV iltU) l.04 3080£-22 Schrybotr 1196. 
5.00£+04 .7H-16 Stier (lU6) 1 3.50£-22 wet ah 119'-
5.00£+04 .7BE-U de-§ur IlUIii) 1. lH .. 06 9.60£-23 WilL!4JU iH59 
5.001: .. 1)4 1. alE-16 CI\4J:1b ... 119651 1.2U·06 1.2H-ll 'I'oburtn IHst 
5.00E·04 9,7;&-11 O4I ... qu~llto 1l9U~ t,U!::-06 7 S"hcyber (alP 
5.00!HH 1.70 E-U WHHIIlIIB (UU) .\.50£·06 1. gOt- willius 1196'1 
5.131:·04 LHE-U C .. rult luStI 1.50&+06 5 Tcbur.n (19~ a 
5.19£+04 1.15&-16 iHbe 11Ull 1.15 £.06 S. yuu ... , IH~3 
5.50~.04 1.2U-U IU6S1 1,1$t·06 I TODyran (196. 
S.SO£+04 ~. 711:-11 (1911 0) 2.00£ .. 06 Willi ..... nU9 
5.69£<04 1.47£.-16 Cl t591 l.051:H16 11967 
Ii .oot-O' 1.UE-16 IU~61 2 (196' 
Ii .00E+04 1.21£-16 119661 1. Il~. : 
" .ODE_04 1.02l!-11 119601 l. 
Ii .25£ .. 04 7.$2£-n (USl) 
1.(10&.04 e.1OE-17 ng&6) 
, .00& ... 04 4.42E-17 (1966) M." ., 112 -, II" 
7 .QOt+O ~ 1.S\I-ll IUS') 
'.19£+04 5.50E-17 lUbe IUH) £( evl a .. ~ I O(Ct:l 1 ) tHO' Author '!e4: 
8.00£+04 6. ~.-Re .. r IL9661 
8.00E.O. Stier: IUS61 2. 50[+Qt Suoeton! 119;; 
8.UI;+04 Rib .. (1951) 5.00l:"'Ol 
8.88:;+04 .\ 
9.00£'0. • de-a",,,, 11'&6) 2-
LOOE+05 1 1 lIor .... (19' C 
l.00 £+05 2 SUH (1956) 1 
l.ooe.a! 1 Toburen nUs) L 
1 00£.03 2 (USliI 1 
1 I {US1) 4 Se<ld.t()ro 09S~ 
1 1 L !191; 
L 1.702-1J de-Soer (UU) • 1- 9.10Z-U IUb" (UH) 3. Se.,defo.d H95! 
1 1. 20£-11 de-aee< <l9U) S KOlao Il~: : 
I 1. H£-17 hitr 09$6) 5 
1.18!.+O5 a.1O~-la 1U'co (US1) 6 !R.d"fotd 
1.)01:+05 1 d.-Sur (19601 6.15& .. 02 l'1ocan. 
1.40 ... 05 " L15~H)2 . 
1. .oe.os , Sc.iet IU56) '.SOE .. 02 
1.49£ .. 05 4 !Ii!:> .. (UB) 1.18£ .. ,n 
1.501:.05 " iI4'l'Iete (USa) 1.llOt+Ol 
1.60<:.05 4 Stiu (19 56) 2.50£.01 
l.So~ .. 05 2. HE-III 2.50hOl t]96 
1.00[+05 1.75£-18 aafll8tt DHSI 2.50f.0) 2.50':-18 !U' 
LOOE+05 1.74£-111 StLtf (lH61 1.OahO) 119; 
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Table 8. (continued) 

a+ . 'S -) B R+ .. liZ -) I (COM.) 

.v/pu) ~CI!I2) r.: ror- Author 'iaar t(eV/Ulu) tlcm2) atror "ut.hor 'fur 

; .00t-Ot 2.2H-17 Ceaaer nUll 1.00E.0( 8.21E-16 14'111 ..... (UU) 
;.50EoOI 4. S 2£-17 1.03£+04 7.62£-16 C\af ran (U59) 
LOOHOl J.96£-17 1.11£ .. 04 7. HE-lo 
1.00[002 4.ll £-11 I.ZOE.04 7. 9H-l6 Stier (I g 56) 
\ . 50E-02 L98t-l7 1.20E.04 7.060-16 willi ...... (l'65) 
".00Eo02 S .51£-17 1.lle.04 8.l0t-16 f09"l' (1'55) 
l.30[ .. 02 1.10[-16 Sud,(ord U9B) 1.16Z+04 7.10E-16 c~c ran (1959) 
L 50t-02 6.48[-17 Cr&.&er (961) 1.30[-04 9.65£-16 (;ord"'11 ( 1964) 
].00&-02 7.61 £-17 I.Hl-04 6.84£-16 ClJr can (1959) 
J .90 &-01 2.30£-16 Stedetord (lBS) 1.40£+04 6.60E-16 Stedotord (19B) 
•. 00[.01 1.18t-1' CrAJ3ar (1961) 1.40[+04 5.5Ot-15 . 
;.00C.02 1.6S £-16 Abbe (1964) 1.47[-04 5.24E-15 ChllJllbers (1965) 
1. 90 £ .. 0 1 4.90£-16 Sudotord (U5H 1.S0£.04 9 . 5H-15 Gordeov (1964) 
\.00£-0 ) 5.50 !-U C)" ... bert (U6S) 1.50 [.04 8.20£-15 Rolldcbor 11965) 
1 . 00EoOJ 1.212-16 Abb. (1964) 1.50g-04 1.51£-16 AI co.Llloy (1969) 
\ .00EoOJ 6.24£-16 Gerdaov (1964) 1.50!.04 5.72£-16 do-Soec (aU) 
~.SlE-01 6.74~-16 ~oll flcher (19651 L . 50 £+0 4 6. Ht-l& Sc/lvirzlu (1960) 
1.60£-01 1 . 10[-16 Stedatord (19551 1 . 50 & .. 0 4 5.32t-16 O" ... bers (U65) 
2 .00E-OJ 1.12[-IS Goldaav (1964) 1 . SO e .. o 4 6.84£-16 I(lllia.q (1966) 
l . OO[.OJ 4.28£-16 Abb<l (1964) 1.60£+04 6.7H-16 Sd .. r <lH6) 
1.00[.OJ 1.11£-1& Cbambers IU6S) 1.662-04 &.50[-15 Toqel' (lH5) 
l .OO£.ol 1.3H-16 w,lllUlI (196&1 1.&7[ .. 04 6. 192-16 Cu, (An (l959) 
1.11t+O) 7.14[-16 Cur r an ( 1959) 1.70[.04 9.41!-16 Cord,1tV (1954) 
l.lOE·O) 8.80[-16 Stad.tord (UBl 1.80[.04 6.00E-16 St,de(ord IU~51 
L '0&-0 1 7.90E-15 I . 80 £.04 3.88&-16 ·~1111""'. (19661 
1. 72 E.OJ 7.481:-16 Cu c r.L/\ (19S9) l.90h04 ~ .60&-16 Stedetord (1955) 
2 . 80E-O) 7. SOE-16 Se.detocd (UB) 1.97[+04 5.46&-16 Cur ran (1959) 
2 . BO E-O 1 7.8LE-l5 Ch .... b.r. (196S) 1.00E+0 4 5.60E-16 d ..... lI.ec (UU) 
1 .00e+01 8.40E-16 I;illl ...... (1966) 1.00&-04 S.2H-16 Ch ..... t> .. s (U6S) 
! . OH·01 9.14£-16 lIollelchar (196 S) 2.00&.04 5.4H-16 Sc/lwlnh (196O) 
l.J8[.OJ '.10~-16 Curra.n (1959) LOOE+04 1.84£-15 Barnott ( 1938) 
l. 50[_01 7.97[-16 Chub.ri (1965J 2.00[+04 8.40£-16 (;ordaav IU64) 
4.001: .. 01 7.B!-16 Stuc (1956) 2,00£-04 5.83£-16 Hell r i che r (U65) 
I .OO[.OJ 1.00l-15 Gorduv (H6t) 2.00£..04 5.S9t-l& Stier (195&) 
1.00£+0) 8.37£-16 14"111 ..... (1966) 1.00 £-04 6.30[-16 Uros!<>oll (19U) 
I.on-OJ 7.S8£-16 Curlan (1959) 2.00E-04 ~.76[-16 111111...,. 11966) 
L40E-OJ S . 20~-16 St.d.to rd (1955) 2.0S£+04 5.20t-16 70981 1 (1955) 
~.10[.01 S.lOt-l' 2.)0[.04 5.10£-16 Stedetord (1955) 
4.90E+03 ,. '2£-16 Chubac. (1965) 1.10[ .. 0 4 4. ;0£-15 
1.00E-03 9.leE-16 A.! rOll!r1011 (liU) 2 . J 2 [.04 4.78£-16 Cur r an (l'H) 
j .00 t-03 7.g6£-16 CutC.on ClB9) 2.50E+04 5.45&-16 Hollrlcllu (196S) 
I. 00 C_OJ 8.4H-16 Will ""III (1966) 1. 50&+04 4. B£-U da-Beer 119661 
1.78£·01 8.10!-16 Cur can (1959) 1.50E.04 4.11&-16 SeD'" 1 cn. 119&01 
LBO £+OJ 8.21£-16 Ch4&bers (196 SI 2.S0r-04 7.7H-15 Gord"11 (1964) 
!.OOE_O) 8.0H-16 Stier IBS5) 2.S0t+04 S .l2E-16 Stlor (19561 
6 . 00£.0] 1.0H-IS (;ocd,.v (1954) 1. SO £+0 4 S .15t-16 AJ. co.101oy 11969) 
6.00[+OJ 8.171:-16 Willi"",. (1956) 1.50 [-0 4 4.45E-16 Cb&lllbeu 11965) 
6.20E.0) 8.40£-16 St.d.tocd (19~SI 1.54 E_04 4.50£-16 fC9d' (US 5) 
6.40£+0) 8.70£-16 2.60to04 4.62£-16 Wil I lU.I (U6&) 
&.89h03 7.9lt-H Curratl (19S91 1.65 £+04 4.181:-16 Cyre an (l9S9) 
1.00£+0) 8.49[-16 Wl111","5 U9661 1. 70£'04 1. 90E-16 S~addotd (U55) 
7.36 £+0) LOOE-IS 8011rlekar (l9&S) 2.80 2.04 4.20E-16 
1.70t_03 8.02£-15 Chambers (196SI 1.97£+04 3.50E-16 foqel' (l9H) 
1.79£+0] 7.9H-U Cur r "" U9~91 1.00&+04 2.40E-16 o.s"'!uellu (19UI 
e .00r.OJ 8.450-15 Stier (1956) l.00H04 4.11[-16 AI rotlaov (1969) 
S.OO£_OJ 8.560-16 1(1l1'&m5 ( 19651 1.00E+04 4.4SE-16 ~cl Lr1cber (U6~1 
8.60£"0) 7.898-16 Ch...,bers ( 1965) l.00E_04 l.Ut-16 Chaab." 119651 
8.96[.0) 7 .SU-U Curr4l'l (1gB) 3.00£.04 l. 40£-16 Schvl "it_ (960) 
LOOE-OJ 8.5 H-16 WU1."",. (1956) l.OOt-04 1.97£-16 de-Beec (1966) 
9.10£+0) S.10E-l6 Stade(o,d (UB) ).00r-04 4.3 U-U Stlor (IH6, 
9.20E.0) 8.00£-16 1.00£604 6.6][-H Gorde ... · (1964) 
'.J O&.OJ 9.1H:-16 Sc:b.wi rr.ke (1950) J.~0£+04 J.82E-16 1111110'" (1966) 
l.7et-OJ 9.69£-16 Hall r leber (195 ~) J.OH.04 1.&2£-16 C~ rrllll (liH) 
1.00[004 8.19£-16 Stier (1956) J.20f.04 2.60£-16 St.ddord (1955) 
1.00£.04 1.05[-13 (igrdeev (1964) ) .20£004 2. 8ot-16 
l.00E+04 8.J2£-16 Schwl rzka ( 1960) 3.30[-04 1.10E-16 roqal' IUB) 
1.00E_0 4 7. 80 &-16 Ch .... bara 119651 l. 40E+0 4 ).04[-16 IU~ (19511 
1.00[_04 8.0lE-16 dD- B •• r 11956) 1.47£+04 1.1U-16 CUt' ran (l 9 59) 
1.00£"04 8.86£-16 ~rosilDov (1969) ].SO[ .. 04 6.11~-16 (;ord.oll (1964) 
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Figure 34. Charge transfer cross sections for impacting protons on N (cuIVe 1'10) [from 
McDaniel (1964)]. The other curves give the charge transfer cross sections for impacting 
H atoms (curves Dill and Oq-l) and for impacting negative H ions (curve -1 qO) on N. 

Table 8), The program linearly interpolates to determine the charge exchange cross 
section for any energy between 0.17 e V and 600 ke V. A very high accuracy can be 
obtained because of the use of many data, 

Figure 33 shows the charge exchange and ionization cross sections for collisions 
between protons and atomic H. Charge transfer prevails below 100 keY but then 
quickly decreases so that, for higher energies, electron production becomes the only 
important process. 

For He, the computer code also interpolates linearly between measured values 
given by Bransden et al. (1954) up to 500keV. For higher energies, the data are ex
trapolated. For high energies, the charge exchange cross section becomes negligible, 

The same comments apply to N. The data are taken from McDaniel et al. (1962) 
from 5 ke V to 1 Me V and are illustrated in Fig. 34. They were fitted by a decreasing 
exponential to obtain an analytic function: 

In cr(Ep) = -4.018 + 4.8989 exp( -Ep /377683). (2.57) 

Generally, the process of resonance charge exchange occurs most readily between 
an ion and its parent atom.. However, for certain ion-neutral pairs, there occurs an 
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accidental resonance in ionization energies, permitting charge exchange to proceed 
rapidly at thermal energies. The most important accidentally resonant charge ex
change process in the upper atmosphere involves atomic 0 and H ions according to 
the relation 

o + H+ --+ 0+ + H . 

From beam experiments, the value 

(2 58) 

has been obtained over the energy range 50 e V to 10 ke V. For energies higher than 
500 ke V, charge exchange becomes negligi bIe and ionization prevails. Between 10 
and 500 keY, interpolated values are used. 

Proton-ion collisions 

The ionization cross sections of high energy proton.s (> 600 keY) are the same as 
the ionization cross sections by electrons when they have the same velocity. The 
Coulomb cross section is only prevalent for collisions with ambient electron.s and for 
low proton energies. 

Coulomb interaction Equation (2.50) gives the average Coulomb cross section 
for two charged particles. It is applicable to high energy protons impacting on ions: 

(2.59) 

This elastic collision cross section is very important for collisions between energetic 
protons (or any other ions) impacting on electrons, because of the small mass of the 
electron (mi = me = m p /1832). The Coulomb collisions of ring current ions with 
plasmaspheric electrons are found to be one of the major loss mechanisms for ring 
current ions, together with charge exchange (Fok et al. 1993, Kozyra et al. 1987, 
Sheldon & Hamilton 1993, Noel & Prolss 1993). Note also that this cross section 
varies with Z? I i.e. it is more important for highly charged ions than for singly 
charged ones. 

Ionization of ions by proton impact McDaniel et al. (1962) have shown that 
the ionization cross section by proton impact corresponds to the ionization cross 
section by electron impact when the velocities of the projectiles are the same and 
when the energy of the electron is above about 300eV (i.e. 600 keY for the proton, 
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since Ep = 1836 Ee). The ionization cross section of ions for high energy protons is 
therefore given by the analytic function of Lotz (1966) [ef. Eq. (2.47)]: 

a(E ) = a lnc'!-p/1836/I) . 
p ~ I Ep /1836 

(2.60) 

The computer code CROSS computes the ionization cross section for ions of He) C, 
N, 0, N2 , O 2 and Ne in different ionization states. 

2.5.4 Software implementation 

In order to wnte a program giving the cross sections for collisions of electrons or 
protons with the main atmospheric constituents as a function of the kinetic energy 
of the incident particle, we have scanned the literature. To find recent values of 
the different cross sections, the bibliographic data base GAPHYOR (Humbert 1993, 
Delcroix 1992) has been very useful. For each possible collision process) GAPHYOR 
gives the references of books and papers dealing with this subject. 

The different atmospheric components which are considered in our program are 
essentially atomic and molecular H, He, 0 and N. For electron collision cross section.s, 
all the results are valid for energies higher than 500 eV. For 0, the proton cross 
sections are a little overestimated between 10 and 500keV due to interpolations. The 
collision cross section.s of protons impacting on O2 molecules may be underestimated 
below 100 ke V because charge exchange has been neglected for O2 . For all other 
atoms and molecules, the cross sections are the best currently available values at 
energies above 500 eV. 

For proton-ion collisions the cross sections are only vaJjd for energies higher than 
200 keY for the reasons given above. However, the cross section for collision.s between 
energetic protons and electrons is correct because the Coulomb interaction prevails. 

It is also important to note that the experimenta.l values are generally mea
sured below 100 keY for electrons. Because these energies are much larger than the 
excitation and ionization level, the cross sections are fitted with analytic functions 
based on the Bethe-Born approximation and extrapolated for higher energies. When 
the cross section.s are obtained from interpolated measurements, the program also 
extrapolates for higher energies than given in the tables. 

We illustrate the results obtained with CROSS in Table 9, which shows the values 
used by Hassitt (1964) compared with the values found by CROSS at 500keV and 
at 1 MeV. At 500 keY, the values for neutral constituents are similar, but at 1 MeV 
the values obtained with CROSS are much higher because the Coulomb cross section 
between protons and electrons decreases as E-2 . The ion collision cross sections are 
lower, due to the higher ionization threshold of ions compared to neutral atoms. 
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Table 9. Values of the total cross section for collisions between energetic protons and 

atmospheric particles divided by the total (Coulomb) Cross section for collisions between 
energetic protons and electrons. The values used by Rassitt (1964) are compared with the 
values found by the program CROSS at 500 keV and at 1 MeV. 

Species Hassitt CROSS 500 ke V CROSS 1 MeV 

e 1.0 1.0 1.0 
O2 7.16 7.94 19.0 

N2 6.36 7.71 17.8 
0 3.58 3.43 7.9 

N 3.2 3.43 7.8 

He l.01 1.18 2.8 
H 0.52 1.10 2.3 
0+ 

2 6.72 2.87 6.51 
N+ 

2 6.32 2.86 6.49 
0+ 3.14 1.43 3.0 
He+ 0.50 0.19 0.50 

CROSS has been added as a subroutine to our copy of Hassitt's software. The 
choice between the original energy independent crOSS sections and CROSS is made 
with the NAMELIST parameter CROSS. 

2.5.5 Application to the density profiles through the SAA 

Figures 35-36 represent the average number density profile through the SAA ob
tained with MSISE-90, Till-gO and CA for the summer solstice and local midnight, 
for conditions of low and high solar activity, respectively. The averages were made 
first with Hassitt's cross sections as weight factors, dividing the cross sections by 
100 for normalisation. Then, the cross sections obtained with CROSS were used, 
normalised by dividing by 1012

, for four proton energies: 0.1,1,10 and 100 MeV. 

The first feature to note is that the five curves in each graph are almost identical 
except for a shift towards lower average density for higher energy. The main differ
ence besides this shift is that for the lowest energy and for Hassitt's cross sections 
the density curve is steeper above 1000 km than the other curves for higher energies. 
This effect is due to the increased importance of the Coulomb cross section at lower 
energIes. 

The dependence of ns on energy strongly influences the shell height Hs. Figures 
37-38 show Hs as a function of altitude for the density profiles in Figs. 35-36. 
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Figure 35. Averaged number density profiles in the SAA obtained with MSISE-90, 00-
gO and CA fOT the summer solstice, midnight L.T" fOT low solar activity, The solid line 
was obtained with Hassitt's cross section values, the other lines with the CROSS values for 
four energies (in MeV): 0.1 (dotted), 1 (dashed), 10 (dot-dashed), 100 (triple-dot-dasbed). 
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Figure 37. Hassitt shell height as a function of altitude for the density profiles in Fig. 35 
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Chapter 3 

Application of the drift shell 
averaged density 

In this chapter, we report on results obtained the software described in Chapter 2. 
In Sect. 3.1 we show the distribution of several parameters resulting from the cal
culation over the world map at constant altitude. In Sect. 3.2 we demonstrate the 
usefulness of the drift shell averaged density ns by applying it to the proton flux 
distribution given by the AP-8 models. 

3.1 Distribution of parameters 

As a first application, we ran the software for a grid of points at altitude 1000 km. 
First, we calculated the (B, L) coordinates of each point-for pitch angle gOo-with 
BLXTRA. The resulting (B, L) were then used as input to the shell averaging software, 
producing values of n. for each point in the grid. We also stored the minimum 
altitude reached on each drift shell, denoted by hmin , and the local averaged number 
density in these points, denoted by nm;n' 

Figure 39 shows the distribution of log ns over the world map. The white filling 
indicates that the drift shell intersects the Earth's surface, so that there can be no 
trapped particles on this shell. Apparently, at 1000 km, ng is defined only in a region 
around the SAA and in a narrow band at high latitude. At lower altitudes, these 
regions become gradually smaller, while they increase at higher altitudes. 

The distribution of ns has a broad minimum coinciding with the heart of the 
SAA. This is consistent with the fact that the geomagnetic field distribution shows 
a depression in the region of the SAA. Trapped particles passing through this region 
will not move closer to the Earth elsewhere on their longitudinal drift path. Conse
quently, the atmospheric density they encounter here is the maximum density they 

63 
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Figure 39. Distribution of log ns over the world map at 1000 km 
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Figure 41. Distribution of the ratio nmin/ns over the world map at 1000 km. The solid 
lines are lines of constant AP-8 MIN flux above 10 MeV. 

see on their drift path. The minimum altitude on the drift shells associated with 
the grid points at 1000 kID is shown in Fig. 40. hmin indeed reaches its maximum 
around the centre of the SAA. 

In Fig. 40 we superimposed the contour lines of constant Bel B, with Be. = 
BoO.67 L3.452. When the ratio Bel B > 1 the corresponding point is above the cut-off 
defined by Be and vice versa. The contour lines correspond reasonably well with the 
borders of regions of 'constant hmin. 

Figure 41 shows the distribution of the ratio nmin/ns over the world map. The 
solid lines are Lines of constant AP -8 MIN flux above lOMe V. The lines of constant 
flux correspond to borders of regions of constant nminlns) indicating that this ratio 
provides a good description of the flux distribution in the SAA. 

3.2 Application to AP-8 

We calculated the drift sheU averaged density ns for the AP-8 grid points represented 
in Fig. 2 with Hassitt's (1965b) software, updated as described in Chapter 2. Figure 
42 shows the dependence of these proton fluxes on ns for L = 1.2 and L = 1.5. It 
can be seen that for both the solar maximum (MAX) and solar minimum (MIN) 
fluxes, the curves for the respective L values virtually coincide (this is also the case 
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for intermediate values of L up to L ~ 1.7, which are not shown in Fig. 42). 

It thus seems that for low L-values the drift shell averaged density ns is very well 
suited to represent the trapped particle distribution, as its eliminates the dependence 
of the flux on L. 

The two curves for solar minimum in Fig. 42 diverge somewhat for the highest 
values of ng • This may be due to inaccuracies in the AP-8 MIN model for very low 
altitudes. In Fig. 4, it can be seen that the lowest invariant altitude in AP-8 MIN 
displays some irregularity around L = 1.2 and especially for L ~ 2.0, where it 
fluctuates strongly. 

Since we used extensive atmospheric and ionospheric models for the calculation 
of ns , we expected the respective curves for solar minimum and maximum in Fig. 42 
to be closer together, although they do overlap for the highest densities. Again, we 
need to re-investigate the solar minimum data, since AP-8 MIN resulted from the 
combination of different data sets. 

For values of L > 1.7, the AP-8 flux vs. ns curves, shown in Fig. 43, no longer 
coincide. From this we conclude that two different populations can be distinguished 
in the AP-8 models. Below L :::; 1.7 (the limiting value for L depends on the 
particle energy), the trapped particle flux is governed by the vertical distribution 
of the atmospheric density. At higher L values, the proton flux already reaches 
negligible values some distance above the atmospheric cut-off height. The value 
L ~ 1.7 corresponds to the location of the maximum in the proton flux distribution 
for E = 10 MeV. This explains the lowering of the curves in Fig. 43 corresponding 
to progressively higher L values. 

3.3 Concluding remarks 

On the basis of our analysis of the AP-8 flux distribution, it appears that the drift 
shell averaged density n3 is very effective in organising fluxes for the lowest L values, 
and may therefore be considered a good candidate to replace L as a coordinate for 
the low-altitude environment. 

It should be kept in mind that the AP-8 models are smoothed and extrapolated 
averages of a number of data sets, so that it would be preferable to look at original 
data sets, old or new. which have a better resolution at low altitudes. To this 
effect, we have started to re-analyse the AZUR proton data. The AZUR satellite 
(Hovestadt et al. 1972) operated from November 1969 to June 1970 in a polar orbit 
with perigee 383 km, apogee 3145 km and inclination 1030

. It measured proton fluxes 
along two pitch angles, 90° and 45°, in six energy channels between 1.5 MeV and 
104 MeV. The low-altitude part of AP-8 MAX is based on the AZUR proton data 
set. 
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